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John l(eane, a leading potiticalthinl(er, tracl(s the recent development of a powerfuI big

idea - global civilsociety. l(eane explores the jumble of contradictory forces currently

nurturing or threatening its growth, and he shows how tall< of globaI civil society implier

a potiticalvision: of a lessviolentworld founded on legaItysanctioned power-sharing

arrangements among many different and intermingling forms of socio-economic [ife.

l(eane's reftections are pitted against the widespread feeting that the world is both too

com plex and too violent and crazy for this idea to deserve serious reftection, His accoun

borrows from various scholarty discíplines, including politicalscience and internatio

relations, to chatlenge the normative silence and confusion within much of the

contemporary literature on globalisation and globatgovernance. Against fears of

terrorism, rising tides of xenophobia, and loose talk of 'ant¡-globalisation', the defence

of globatcivil society mounted here implies the need for new democratic ways of living

and for brand-new democratic thinl<ing about such planetary matters as global marl<ets

uncivitwar, un¡versity tife, and government with a global reach.
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Unfamiliar words

A new cosmolory

All human orders, hunting and gathering societies included, have lived
off shared images of the cosmoq wodd-views fhat served to plant the
feet of their members firmly in space and time. Yet very few have fan-
tasised the linking of the ûve oceansr six continents and peoples of our
little blue planet wrapped in white vapour. Each of these world-views
in the strict sense emerged only after the military defeats suffered by
Islam, in earþ modern Europe. They included the forceful global ac-
quisition of territory, resources and subiects in the name of empire; the
efforts of Christendom to pick-a-back on imperial ventures for the pur-
pose of bringing spiritual salvation to earth; and the will to unify the world
through the totalitarian violence of fascism and Mamism-Leninism. Each
of these globalising proiects left indelible marks on rhe lives of the world,s
peoples, their institutions and ecosystems, but each also failed to accom-
plish its mission. In our times, against the backdrop of those failures,
the image of ourselves as involved in another great human adventure,
one carried out on a global scale, is again on fhe rise. A new world-view,
radically different from any that has existed before, has been born and is
flurently enjoying a growth spurt: it is called global civil sociery.

These unfamiliar words 'global civil society' - a neologism of the
1990s * are fast becoming fashionable. They were born ar rhe confluence
of seven overlapping streams of concern amorrg publicly-minded intel-
lectuals at the end of the 1980s: the revival of the old language of civil
society, especially in central-eastern Europe, after the military crush-
ing of rhe Prague Spring; a heightening appreciation of fhe revolurion-
ary effects of the new galaxy of satellite/computer-mediated communi-
cations (captured in Marshall Mcluhan's famous neologism, 'the global
village'); the new awareness, stimulated by the peace and ecological move-
mentsi of ourselves as members of a fragile and potentially self-destructive
world system; the widespreadperception thatthe implosion of Soviet-type
communist systems implied a new global political order; the world-wide
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growth spurt of neo-liberal economics and market capitalist economies;
the disillusionment with the broken and unfulfilled promises of post-
colonial states; and the rising concern about the dangerous and misery-
producing vacuums opened up by the collapse of empires and states and
the outbreak of uncivil wars.t Fed by these developmenrs, talk of global
civil society has become popular among citizens' campaigners, bankers,
diplomats, NGOs and politicians. \Øorld Bank documents welcome'the
opportunity to work with civil society'; the Asian Development Bank
(ADB) similarly speaks of the need to 'strengrhen cooperarion with civil
society'; and even the Si¡orld Trade Organisation flXrIO) declares its sup-
port for dialogue with the world's civil society institutions.2 The phrase
'global civil society'becomes protean and promiscuous. It even peppers
speeches of prominent figures like IIN Secretary-General Kofi Annan,
former US Secretary of State, Madeleine Albright, and Chancellor
Schröder, sometimes to the point where the words themselves become as
fickle as they are fashionable.

There is today much chatter about global civil society, bur too little
thinking about it. That is why the phrase eglobal civil society' must be
used with caution. Like all other vocabularies with a political edge, its
meaning is neither self-evident nor automatically free of prejudice. So
how can we best think abour these words? Current usages are quite con-
fused. There is general agreement that talk of global civil society is a
response to rising concerns about the need for a ner¡v social and eco-
nomic and political deal at the global level. Ànd parallels are sometimes
observed with the early modern European invention of the distinction
between 'government' and 'civil society', which emerged during the pe-
riod of questioning of the transcendental foundations of order, especially

I Among the earliest expressions of these coocerns is the theory of a 'wortd civic culture'
in Elise Boulding' Buildine a Global Civic Cula¡e. Educatíon for an Int¿rdeþend¿nt Wbrld
(New York, 1988); the ldea of 'global civilization' in the working paper by Richard Falk,
'Economic Dimensions of Global Civilization' (Global Civilization Project, Center for
International Studies, Princeton University, 1990); ttre rheory of the 'inrernationalisa-
tion' of civil society anrl the terms 'cosmopolitan civil society' and 'global, or .dansna-

donal' civil society in John Keane, 'The Future of Civil Society,, in Tätiana Sikosha,
The Inærnatíonalisatìon of Ciøíl Society (The Hague, t 989) and The Media and Democracy
(Cambridge, l99l), pp. 135ff.; and Morren Ougaard,'The Internationalisation of Civil
Sociery' (Center for Udviklingsforskning, Copenhagen, June 1990). Among the first eÊ
forts to draw together this earþ work is Ronnie Lipschutz, 'Reconstructiag !üorld Politics:

^ 
The Emergence of Global Civil Socicry', rl&T/eanùøt,21:3 (1992), pp. 389420.

¿ Each case is cited in Aziz Choudrg 'All this 'civil society' ralk rakes us nowhere',
htç://globalresearch.ca/arricleslAZl20lA.html, p. xxi; cf. ùre call for.a new international
social covenant between markets, states and civil sociery', in Gerhard Schröder (ed.),
hogres$øe Goaernance for the XXI Cenrury (München, 2002), p. xxi; .The United Na-
tions: Parmers in Civil Society', www.un.org/partners/civil-societylhome.htm; Madeleine
Albright, Focas on the Issues. strengtheûng ciai! society and the RuIe of Laut. Ercerpts of res-
tbnony, Speeches and Remarþs bjt US Secretary of Søæ Madelzine K, Albtight (l?'astrington,
DC,2000).
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of monarchic states claiming authority from God.3 Beyond this elemen-
tary consensus, many discrepancies and disagreements are evident. some
writers see in the idea of global civil society a way of analysing the empiri-
cal contours of past, present or emergent social relationships at the world
level. Others mainly view the concept in pragmatic rerms, as a guide to
formulating a political srrategyj still others view it as a normarive ideal.
In practice, these different emphases often criss-cross and complement
each other. Yet since they can and do also produce divergent types of
claims, it is important to distinguish among fhem and, as far as possible,
to avoid mixing them up and producing confusion.a

Anølytie-descriptioe usages of the term 'global civil society' selectively
name key institutions, actors and events, examine their complex dynam-
ics and - using theoretical distinctions, empirical research and informed
judgements - attempt to draw some conclusions about their origins, cur-
rent developmenr patterns and (unintended) consequences. Ifithin such
anaþes - the first and second sections of this book are an example -
the concept of global civil society is used to probe either the past or the
present, or both past and present simultaneously. The aim of such probes
is not to recornmend political strategies or to pass normative judgements
on the world; they rather seek an explanatory understanding of the world's
complex socio-political realities. The term global civil society also can be
used as an aid to s*ategic political calculation. In this second approach,
evident in this book's treatÍrent of global social movements, the term
serves as a campaigning criterion - to establish what must be done (or
what must be avoided) in order ro reach goals, like freedom and iustice,
whose desirability is more or less presumed. Strategic uses of the term
are directly concerned with political questions. They concenrrâte upon
institutional constraints and opportunities as well as rhe manoeuwes of
power groups and movements * upon the (potential) political gains and
losses of supporters and opponents that operate from within or outside
the suuctr¡res of global civil society. The normative concerns that in-
evitably attend such'tactical' approaches are treated as a given; their

3 Comparc m¡r Ðcspotism atd Democraqr: I:he Orþins,and Developmenr of rhe Disdna-
úon Betweea Civil Socictyand the Sn¡e t?50*tB5O', inJolrn Keanc (ed-), Cr'vflSorrþ
aú clæ Stat¿: Nal Euwpaa Perçecr'ws (!.ondon and New york, l98B [rcprintcd 1998]
pp. 35*72 andAdam Seligmar¡ 'Civil Society as ldea and ldeat,, in Simone Ch¿mbers and
Vill Kymlicka (eds.),1&entarrle Conceptions ofãivilsoc¡?¿y (l'rinccton, 2002), pp. 13-33.
In ll¡r vicw, seligman's explaoarion of rhc rise of ¡he ideal of a civil socieqy sudËrx f¡om the
s¡¡r¡e wcskness eviden¡ ¡n Mar¡ia¡ rccounts¡ ¡t¡eir one-sided ernphasis upon the grawth
of ma¡tet economies ard the conq$ponding search for a.ns¡¡ cthical ãrdcr ¡n-whicft

, i¡dividual in¡ercs¡s cosld bc recoac¡tcO wiù ne public good-{ The imponance ofdistinguisbing among these driTcremirsag"" is analysed in more dctait
n my inrmduction to Gíutl Sacle6r cnd ¡he State, Neu Eøopean.Iàrçerrdtus ¿nd Giu¡I
$oa¿Ð¡; OldInq#r, lveø lzrsr-ons (dxford and Snnford, l9g8),
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main preoccupation is with the calculation of ¡he means of achieving or
stabilising a global civil society. Finally- as evidenced by the final secrisn
of this book - the term global civil society can be wielded as a norrnatioe
ideal.The ethic or big idea of a global civil society is said to be warranted
and plausible and desirable, and on that basis it can be used in two com-
plementary wâys: as a þrecqutiona{y concept that serves to issue warnings
about the undesirable or unworkable consequences of practical efforts
to weaken or abolish the institutions of global civil society, for instance
through unilateral military intervention, or the imposition of martial law.
Such precautionary usages of the norm are usually reinforced by its adzro-
cacy function: gentle or strong efforts to explain and highlight rhe reasons
why a global civil society, ethically speaking, is a good thing.

Empirical contours

Given the versatility of the term, which is surely one of the reasons for
its rising popularity, it follows that its different usages should not be con-
flated, as is typically done when the words global civil society are ff.ung
about in vague, simplistic or tendentious speech. This is the point at
which empirically minded researchers arive on the scene. They point
out that the quest to map and measure the contours of global civil society
is essential for clarifying its empirical scope and complexity, its strategic
or political capacity and its normative potential. They call upon rhe facts
to speak for themselves. They pursue (what appears to them, anyïyaÐ
a straightforward empirical approach that supposes (as the American ex-
pression has it) that if something in the world walks like a duck and quac}s
like a duck, then it is a duck. The approach points to the sketchy data that
are available, thanks to the path-breaking contiburions of bodies like the
Union of International Associations, the Index on Cfuil Society proiect
supported by CIVICUS $orld Alliance for Citizen Participation), a
Ford Foundation-funded comparative study of civil society in twenty-tt¡¡o
countries and other recent publications. These data-gathering efforts are
seen to conûrm the widespread impression that, during the tr¡ventieth
century, the world witnessed a tectonic - perhaps two hundred-fold -
increase in rhe number and variety of civil society organisations operating
at the planetary level.5 Today, in addition to many hundreds of thousands

5 Seewww.ids.ac.uk;HelmutAnheieretaL(eds.)GtobatCfuilSociety200l(Oxford,200l);
and the data covering the perìod 1909*7 presented in the Union of International Asso-
ciations (ed.), Yearbook of Inærnational Organizations,34rh edn. (München, lgg7-8),
vol. 4, p. 559; compare René-jean Dupuy (ed,), Manuel wr lzs organisations inwnø-
tionab (Dotdrecht, 1998); Thomas Risse-Kappen (ed,), Btinging Tlansnationøl Relations
Ba¿h In Non-Søte Actors, Domestic Sttucares and Inærnatinnal h¿stiations (Cambridge,
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of small, medium and large firms doing business across borders - a trend
that is dealt with shortly in this book - there are an esrimared 51000 world
congresses held annually and some 501000 non-governmental, not-for-
profit organisations operaring at the global level. The numbers of these in-
ternational non-governmental organisations (INGos) have grown rapidly
in recent years; helped along by access to money and communications
technology, many thousands have come into being since 19g5. Nearþ
90 per cent of rhem have been formed since 1970.ó \I(/hile a dispropor-
tionate number (over one-third) have their main offices in the European
union and switzerland, these INGos now operate in ail four corners
of the earth, includi.g sub-saharan A&ica, where hundreds of main oÊ
fices are now based. INGos employ or use volunteer labour of several
millions of people: one study estimates that in Germany, France, Spain,
Japan, Brazil, Argentina, the lJnited I(ingdom and the Netherland.s alone,
INGos employ over I l0r0oo full-time equivalenr workers as werl as many
more û¡ll-time equivalent volunreers.T INGos currently disburse more
money than the united Nations (excluding the\üÍorld Bank and the Inter-
national Monetary Fund (rMF)); more than two-rhirds of the European
union's relief aid is currently channelled through rhem; and in many
parts of the world there is a süong t¡end towards the disbursement of
governmenÞl funds - currently totalling $US 7 billion per annum -
more or less exclusively through INGOs.s

Empirical perspectives on global civil society have limitations. In spite
of a growing body of data, the actual contours of global civil society
remain elusive, for understandable reasons. Histories of the globalisation
of civil society - studies of the rise of cross-border business, religion and
sport, for instance - are in short supply.e Lots of activities within this
societ¡ for instance the travel patterns of individuals, the initiatives of
grass-roots groups, the loose networks of organisations and the growth

t 995); Jessica T. Maühcws, 'Power Shitr, IÐn*gr$arþ ?61 I (January.-Fcbruary t g9?),
pÞ. 5G'46; and the nrislc¡dingty dr¡ed, couorr¡-by-country study.by l-ester M. Sahmon

^ 
¿¡ aL , Global Civìl Socrery. Ðrin*asr'ons ø! thx Non=/Þrcft Secrør (Bairimore, 200 I ) .o Sec the countr¡b¡r,'country ûgures* crvering only tLe numbeìs ofsecrs{årists ôf not-for-
prolitNG0s rtrat operatc ransnadonally - io Anbeicr ¿¡ aL (eds.), Globat C,ir:iI SocieE,
ublc Rl9' pp. 281ó; cf. Miúâet klwrrds, 'Herding carsl civil society and Globar

, Governance', Nøt konomy (Summcr 2002).
' 9o ,ho figurcs drawn frorn TheJohnr Hopi<ins comparariw Non-proÊt sector proieei

{1999)' origínaltypublished assalamoa er ã1, G/aåaloiør.socrbyrsumrnariscd inAnhcier

" { -1!_(9ds}, Global Ci'rri| Sociery, rable, R24, p. 302.
" oEcD, Geogruphical Ðiçmìä¡¡ab¿ of Financiel Atd to Dewlgþine counúâ (paris, 199?);
o loW"T Anheier e¡ al (eds.), 6loåal CrørT Soø'ø¡r, rable Rti, pp. 2g3-ó.- Itut or dlese ropics see' for instancc, Eric Hobsbawm, Í/ralge otÛmpiæ Jgl5-lg/4 (Newyorg. t9B9); Jack Bccchiog, An opu path. chrisria¡t Mìsìonarìæ isls_tgts (London,

,I??g)jþ:Ft ¡tlaguirc, Gbåat.Spora Jdsnn¡ù+ Socittìes, Cioìlíxations (Oxlìcrd f òOO;; and
uncoln Allison,'Spon and Civil Socieqt' làfr'aùaf sadrþ 4ú, (l99Si, pp. Zós*6.
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of public opinion across borders, are informally structured, and for that
reason do notregister (easily) as 'data'. Much ofthe data that is available is

also highly imperfect.l0 It presents a picture of the actually existing global

civil society ttr¿t is no more than a torn-edged daguerroty¡re. Very linle
reliable empirical data from the past has survived intact, or was collected
in the first place - which is not surprising, considering that the concept

of global civil society itself had not even been invented. This present-day

bias is compounded inadvertentþ by other forms of bias, for instance in
favour of the clusters of northern hemisphere INGOs, whose visibility is

greatest because rhey tend to be based there; data from elsewhere, for
instance that related to protests in defence of aboriginal rights or civil
liberties or ecological complexity, either go unnoticed or unnoted.

Much potentially usable data on global civil society is distorted by
a form of conceptnal nationalism. The fact is that most systems of
national accounting provide few detailed statistics on eittrer INGOs or
social movements or the economic contributions and activities of corpo-
rations with a global reach. That is why, sadlS global statistical agencies

usually rely on empirical data supplied on a country-by-country basis by
individual governments and nationally based organisations. Only a few
organisations, for instance some agencies within the United Nations, are

experienced collectors of standardised data about global flows of people,
goods, information and services.ll Even then, despite suingent efforts
to collect, process and disseminâte statistics on a standardised basis,

huge gaps remain. Statistics on the landscapes of global poverty well
exemplifu these problems of coverage, comparability and reliability: about
one-third of the counuies of the world have either no data or inadequate
data on the incidencs of povelty and malnourishmenq and around one-
half are similarþ lacking ioformation on rates ofliteracy among youth.t2

Researchers also disagree about which criteria * book translations,
diasporas, links among global cities, the spread of the English language,

telephone trafñc, geographic locations of websites, the mobility patterns

of corporate nomads - are the most pertinent for picturing the complex
interdependencies of the emerging global society. In-depth, qualitative

accounts of global summits, forums and other eye-catching events - like
rhe global campaign against landmines and public protests against the G7
powers * are also rare. And - despite catchy tides that imply more than

l0 Some of the empirical problems ate discussecl in Helmut Anheier, 'Measuring Global
Civit Society', in Anheier ø al (edsJ, Gloå¿l OiuT $o¿rþry' pp. 22I4a.

11 See úre re¡ort of the OECD Devclopment Cooperadon Dire$orate, Par*enhí¡s in
.Sreaïdcs þr Dutrlopnrø r. in tlt¿ 2 I ç O¿¿a¡ry (Paris, 200 I ).

12 Scc the UNDF's tlaman DewJapment R4io't 2000: Human Rights and Human De'uelopment

(New York, 2000); wwwundp.org/hdr2000/english/book/backl.pdf.
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they deliverr3 - studies of the intimate details of everyday life, espe-
cially research that concentrates on the socialising and civilising effects
at the global level of matters like food consumption and television news-
watching, are either non-existent or confined to comparative national
surveys that neglect cross-border uends.

These empirical and technical baniers to mapping and measuring
global civil society are compounded by a basic epistemorogical difficulty.
Simply put, its actors are not mute, empirical bits and byres of data.
Linked to territories but not resrricted to territory, caught up in a vast
variety of overlapping and interlocking institutions and webs of group aÊ
ûliations, these actors tallç ttrink, interpret, question, negotiate, comply,
innovate, resist. Their recalcitrance in ttre face of classification is a basic
feature of global civil society, which is never a fixed entity, but always a
temporary assembly, subiect to reshuffiing and reassembly. Static mea-
sures, like the numbers of INGos registered within a country, fail to
capture many of its qualities. Dynamism is a chronic feature of global
civil society: not the dynarnism of the restless sea (a naturalistic simile
suggested by Victor Pérez-Diazla¡, but a form of self-reflexive dynamism
marked by innovation, conflict, compromise, consensus, as well as rising
awareness of the syncretic architecture, the contingencies and dilem-
mas of global civil society itself. Be ck's terse formulation is correct: the
emergent global civil society is not only marked by,non-integration' and
'mubiplicí.ty without uniry', but its actors treat it as'perceiaed or reflexiae' .15
At each moment, the threads of this civil society are deliberately spun,
dropped, taken up again, altered displaced by others, interwoven with
others, then deliberately re-spun, again and again. In this way, global
civil society enables its participants - athletes, campaigners, musicians,
religious believers, managers, aid-workers, teleworkers, rnedics, scien-
tists, iournalists, academics - not only to regard this society as theirs
but also to see through global civil society by calling it (more imperson-
ally) låæ world or that world. For ttris reason alone, those who speak of
global civil society should not lose sight of its elusive, .ideartgpisch quarity.
The concept of global civil society has what wittgenstein cailed 'blurred
edges'. This does not mean - þace Anheier and others - that the term is
uniquely imprecise or 'fuzzy' because of its youth.l6 Those who speak

t: 
¡ exaqrnþ 

i9 Ronald Ingleharr, .Globalization and postmodern Values,, The ll,ashingøn
,^ pyaruþ (!üintcr 2000), pp. ?t5-28
" victor M. Pérez-Diaz, Th¿ Retura of ciøit sacìety. The Emergence of Democrøtíc spaín

(carnbridgc, M.å, and London¡ 1993), p. 62; comiare my remãrks on the serÊreflexiviry
,. of actualty existing civil sr¡cieder in Citil Society: Otd Im;ges pp. 49 tr.
;: YtTq Beck, M¡¿trs Globatízøtíon? (Cambridfe, 2000), p. l-0.-- ånheier' .Measuring Globat civil sociery,,p.224.
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like that unfortunately bring discredit to the term which, like all concepts
in the human sciences, is an ill-fitting term clumsily in search of an in-
telligent obiect that is always a subject on the run, striding unevenly in
many different directions. Anheier is correct: 'Any measurement ofglobal
civil society will be simpler and less perfect than the richness, variety,
and complexity of the concept it tries to measute.' But the converse of
Anheier's rule must also be borne in mind: the conceptual theory ofglobal
civil society is infinitely 'purer' and much more abstract than the form
and content of actually existing global civil society.

An ideal-ty¡re

So the principle is clear - theories without observations are bland, ob-
servations without theories are blind - even if the task of clarifiiing what
we mean when we speak of a global civil society is difficult. For purposes
of descriptive interpretation, or so this book argues, it is best to use the
concept carefully as an ideal-type - as an intentionally produced mental
construct or 'cognitive tfps'I7 that is very useful for heuristic and ex-
pository purposes, for naming and clariSing the myriad of elements of a
complex social reality, even though it cannot be found in such 'pure' form
anywhere within the social world itself. \flhen the term global civil society
is used in this way, as an ideal-type, it properþ refers to a dynamic non-
governrnerutal system of inurconnected socio-econarnic instiwti,ons that s*a.ddle

the whole earth, and thqt haoe compleJc ffic* that arefeh in iæ four corners,

Global cùtil society is nehher a static object nor ø fait accompli. It is on

unfi,nished project that cons'ists of sornetimes thick, sometimes thinly stretched

networks, pyrarnids and hub-q.r1à-spoke dusærs of socio-economic institutions
and actors who otganise thetnsektes aøoss borders, with the deliberate øim of
drawing the world together in new warys. These non-gonernÍnental institutions
and acnrs ænd n pluralise power and to problematise aiolence; coræequentþ,

their peaceful ot 'civil' fficts are feh everywhere, here and there, far ønd wide,

ø andfrom local areas, through w'ider regions, ¡o the þlanetary level itself .
'tù7e need to look carefully at the elements of this rather absuact def-

inition. Considered togetherr.¡1ae tightly coupled features of this global
civil society mark it offas historically distinctive. To begin with, the term
global civil society refers to non-governmenrøl suuctures and activities.
ft comprises individuals, households, profit-seeking businesses, not-for-
profit non-governmental organisations, coalitions, social movements and
linguistic communities and cultural identities. It feeds upon the work of
media celebrities and past or present public personalities - from Gandhi,

Unfamiliar words

Bill Gates, Primo Levi and Martin l;rther Iüng to Bono and Aung San
Suu Kyi, Bishop Ximenes Belo, Naomi Klein and al-rValeed bin Tälal. It
includes charities, think-tanks, prominent intellectuals (like Tu ïfei-ming
and Abdolkarim Soroush), campaigning and lobby groups, cirizens'
protests responsible for 'clusters of performances'ri8 small and large
corporate firms, independent media, Internet grôups and websitesr em-
ployers' federations, ffades unions, international commissions, parallel
summits and sporting organisations. It comprises bodies like Amnesty
International, Sony, Falun Gong, Christian Aid, al Jazeera, the Catholic
Relief Services, the Indigenous Peoples Bio-Diversity Networþ FIFA,
Transparency International, Sufi nerworks like Qadirþa and Naqsha-
bandiyya, the International Red Cross, the Global Coral Reef Moniror-
ing Network, the Ford Foundation, Shack/Slum Dwellers International,
Women Living Under Muslim Laws, News Corporation International,
OpenDemocracy.net, and unnamed circles of Buddhist monks, dressed
in crimson robes, keeping the mind mindful. Considered together, these
institutions and actors constitute a vast, interconnected and multi{ayered
non-governmental space that comprises many hundreds of thousands of
more-or-less selÊdirecting ways of life. All of these forms of life have at
least one thing in common: across vast geographic distances and despite
barriers of time, they deliberately organise themselves and conduct their
cross-border social activities, business and politics outside the boundaries
of governmental structures.

Sometimes those who use and defend the term global civil society-the
rù7orld Passport initiative, for instancele - think of it in no other way than
as a synon)¡m for an unbounded space of non-goverrìmental institutions
and actors. This rather monistic understanding has the advantage of high-
lighting one of its principal qualities - ttrat it is neither an appendage nor
a puppet of governmental power. Yet the price that is paid for this limited
definition is high: it enables the critics of the vision of global civil society
to accuse their opponents of careless blindness. These critics insist, witJr
some justification, that fhe term global civil society is too often used as a
residual or dustbin category that describes ever¡hing and nothing. The
term is used to refer to all those parts of life that are not tlire state; it seems
that it is a synonym for everything that exists outside of and beyond the
reach of the territorial state and other institutions of governance - that it

18 Charles Tilly,'From Interactions ro Outcomes in Social Movemenrs', in Marco Giugni
.^ er a/. (eds.),.Ëlow Social Moæt¡eaæIþlatter (Minncapolis and London, 1999),p- 263.
" www.worldservice.org/doepass.htmil: 'The lforld Passport is. .. a mcaningful symbol

and sometimes powerful rool for the implementation of the fundamental human right
of freedom of travel. By its very existence, it challenges the exclusive assumption of
sovereignty of the nadon-state system.'
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includes not only businesses and not-for-profit organisations and initia-
tives, but 'mafias, extremist nenvorks of various kinds, and terrorists,.z0
The picture presented by the critics is overdrawn, even inaccurate, for
global civil society, when carefully defined, is not a simple-minded alrer
ego of 'the state'. The truth is that in a descriptive sense global civil society
is only oze special set of (non-state' institutions. Hunting and gathering
societies and tribal orders, insofar as they have survived under modern
conditions, comprise 'non-state' institutions, but it would be wrong to
describe them as'civil society' orders. The same point applies to mafias
and mafia-dominated structures, which have destructitse effects upon civil
society institutions precisely because rnøJiori rely upon kinship bonds,
blood imagery, violence and intrigue to dissolve the boundaries between
the governmental and civilian domains.2¡ The same point can be put in
another way: global civil society is indeed an exrra-governmental space,
but it is much more than that. It is defined by other qualities rhat beg us
to see it with different eyes.. .

To say that global civil society is not merely a non-governmental phe-
nomenon) for instance, is to confi.rm - t}ris is its second fearure - that
it is also a form of society. Global civil society is a dynamic ensemble of
more or less tightþ interlinked soø'al processes.22 The quest to unlock its
secrets cannot be pursued through the biological or mechanical sciences,
for this emergent social order is neither an organism nor a mechanism.
It is not a thing that grows according to the blind logic of dividing cells,
untouched by human judgemenr and human will, by recursive reflection
and self-generated learning; global civil society is also not a piece of ma-
chinery which can be assembled and re-assembled according to human
design. The processes and methods through which it is produced and
reproduced are unique,

So what does it mean then to speak of global civil socz'ary? The word
'society' is one of those household concepts that help us economise on
lengthy and pedantic explanations - by hiding away or setring aside their
complicated (sometimes self-contradictory) genealory. The concept of
society certainly has a complicated history, with two disrinct and tensely
related connotations. During the nineteenth and rwentieth centuries,

20 Barry Buzan, 'An English School Perspective oa Global Civil Society,, unpublished
paper (Cenre for the Srudy ofDernocracy) l?January 2002), p, ti cf, p. 3: ,In descriptive
mode, civil society - non-state, and therefore includes maûas, pornography merchanrs,
terrorisß and a host ofother dark side endties as well as tlre nicer side ofcivit society

^. rcprcscnted by humanimrian, animal welfare s¡d hummitarian organizations,,
l] anton ßlok, Honour atd Vìole¡rcc (Oxford 2001), cluprcr 5.
" On dre sociological concepr of 'socieqr', scc Claus Offc, .Is 'lïgfe, or Can There Be,

a "European Society"?', in John Keane (ed,), Clørl Society: Berlin perspectiues (London,
2004), forthcoming.
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especially in the Atlantic region, the term came ro be used as a signifier
of a whole totality of interrelated processes and evems, stetching &om
(and including) households ro governmental institutions. This under-
standing of 'society' as a whole way of life, as a 'social organism, a holistic
system ofsocial relations, the social formation' (Lenin), can be thought of
as a depoliticised less normadve version of the much older, early mod-
ern idea of a Civill Society, which referred ro a well-governed legally
ordered whole way of life. Both usages of 'sociery' differ from a second
originally medieval meaning of the term: society as a particular fellow-
ship or partnership of equals. St Augustine's description of the Church
as the true 'society of the Father and the Son', identical neither with the
City of Man nor with the City of God, pointed in this direction. 'Sociery,
means sociable interaction at a distance from government and law. Voca-
tional fellowships and commercial partnerships, the Dutch matshappeij,
the German Gesellschaft, the English 'Societie of Saynt George' (1548)
and the Anti-Slavery Societ5 or roday's Society ofAuthors or the Society
of Black Lawyers, all fall in this caregory. So do eighteenfh-century refer-
ences to the style-setting circles of the upper class, /e Monde, or what the
Germans called'Die Sozietät', the same group described in Byron's Doz
fuan:'Sociery is now one polished horde, Formed of two mighty tribes,
the Bores and the Bored.'

rVe can say that global civil socæry means somettring quite different from
these older usages) to which it is nevertheless genealogically related. It
refers to a vast, sprawling non-governmental constellation of many insti-
tutionalised structures, associations and networks within which individ-
ual and group actors are interrelated and functionally interdependent.
As a society of societies, it is 'bigger' and 'weightier' tha¡ any individual
actor or organisation or combined sum of its thousands of constituent
parts - most of whom, paradoxically, neither'know' each other nor have
any chance of ever meeting each other face-to-face. Global civil society
is a highly complex ensemble of differently sized, overlapping forms of
structured social action; like a Tolstoy novel, it is a vast scenario in which
hundreds of thousands and millions of individual and group adventures
unfold, sometimes harmoniously through cooperation and compromise,
and sometimes conflictually. The key point is that General Motors plus
Amnesty Internarional plus the Ruckus Society plus DAWN (Develop-
ment Alternatives With'rJØomen for a New Era) does not equal global
civil society. Its social dynamics are more intricate, more dynamic, and
more interesting than ttrat.

Like all societies in the strict sense) it has a marked life or momentum
or power of its own. Its institutions and rules have a definite durability,
ìn that at least some of them can and do persist through long cycles of
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time. Global civil society, as we shall see in the coming pages) has much
older roots. Most non-European civilisations have made contributions
to it, and the effects upon our own times of early modern European
developments - t¡e ground-breaking pacifist tradirionz3 and the growth
spurt of globalisation during the half-century before the First World lùüar -
are easily observed. The institutions of present-day global civil society,
like those of any functioning society, both predate the living and outlive
the life-span of this society's individual members, every one of whom is
shaped and carried along in life by the social customs and trødîtions of
this global society. In various ways, the social actors of global civil society
are both constrained and empowered by this society. These actors âre
enmeshed within codes of unwritten and written rules that both enable
and restrict their action-in-the-world; rhey understand that many ttrings
are possible, but that not everything goes, that some things are desirable,
and that some things are not possible, or that fhey are forbidden. Within
global civil society - which is only one particular form of society - social
actors' involvement in institutions obliges them to refrain from certain
actions, as well as to observe certain norms, for instance those that define
what counts as civility.

Ciaility - respect for others expressed as politeness towards and ac-
ceptance of strangers - is a third quality of this global society. Different
civilisations entertain different notions of civility - they each make civil
persons, as John Ruskin said - but because our world is comprised of
intermingling civilisations that are not in any sense self-contained or
'pure'r24 global civil society is a space inhabited by various overlap-
ping norms of non-violenr politeness covering matters of indirection, self-
restraint and face-saving. This societyis a complex and multi-dimensional
space of non-violence, even if it is not an irenic paradise on earth. On the
outskirts of global civil society, and within its nooks and crannies, das-
tardly things go on, certainly. It provides convenient hideouts for gang-
stersr wår criminals, arms traders and terrorists.25 ft contains pockets of
incioility - geographic âreas that coexist uneasily with 'safe' and highly
'civil' zones, dangerous areas like the Strasbourg district of Neuhof, with
its crumbling buildings, walls splatrered with graffiti and st¡eers littered
with car wrecks; the Los Angeles suburb of South Central, considered

23 A good discussion of the long-term impact of the world's ûrst peace movemenr, which
appeared during the 1790s, as a reaction against the French wars, is Martin Ceadl,
The Origins of lYar Preøentiott The British Peace Motement and Inærnatíonal Relations,
I 7 30-I 854 (Oxford, I 996).

2a Felipe Fernández-Armesto, Mìllernùum: A Hùøry of Our LastThousanil Yaars (l,ondon,

^- 1995), chapter I and Civil:ízarions (London, 2000).
25 SeeMarkJuergensmeyer, TerrorintheMindof God.TheGtobatRiseof ReligiousWolence

(Berkeley, 2000).
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by many a 'no-go area' whose night streets are owned by black, Latíno
and Asian gangs; and whole cities like Ahmadabad in Guiarat, where in
early 2O02 many hundreds of people, mainly Muslims, were killed and
wounded by semi-planned rioting, sabotage and ethnic cleansing, helped
by local police with blind eyes. The spaces of freedom within global civil
society also enable individuals and groups to networ\ in the form of
criminal gangs that run world-r¡¡ide industries. An example is the sale
and sex trafficking of young girls and boys * an industry that is now
contested by both governments (as in the 1996 Stockholm declaration
of. I22 countries against all forms of child sexual exploitation) and so-
cial campaign networks! like Plan International and End Child Prosti-
tution, Pornography and Trafficking. These social initiatives specialise
in repairing the torn fabric of global civil society. They organise against
harmfirl preiudices (for instance, the belief that sleeping with a child can
give protection against, or even cure HIV infection), They press polit-
ical authorities to engage in legal and policing reforms which serve to
restrict access to predator groups like tourists, businessmen and soldiers
on overseas duty. These initiatives also dig away at the root causes of child
prostitution: the enforced sale of children by families suffering pauperi-
sation and the orphaning of children by the upheavals caused by war and
ttre AIDS epidemic.26

In the wider schema of things, such initiatives provide the reminder -
analysed in the third section of the book - that global civil society is
marked by a sffong and overriding tendency to both marginalise or avoid
the use of violence and to take pleasure in violence. Its actors do not es-
pecially like mortars or tanks or nuclear weapons. They have an allergic -
sometìmes disgusted - reaction to images of gunmen firing rockets, or to
supersonic fighter planes, or to tanks crashing mercilessly into people or
buildings. The actors of global civil society, in their own and varied ways,
admire the peaceful. Some do so after witnessing or suffering violence.
Others believe that the peaceful right to have rights is fundamental to
all human beings. Still others are disgusted by violence because of their
belief in a peaceful and loving God, or their attempts to live the princi-
ple of Karma. All of them more or less observe the rule that non-yiolent
respect for others overrides any considerations of their national identity
or skin colour or religion or sex, or that murder and other forms of vio-
lence against others is undesirable, and should be minimised, or strictly
prohibited. Thanks to such shared normsr the participants within this
society are prone to exercise physical resüaint, to mix non-violently with

26 See www.ecpat.net/eng/index.asp; and Dennis Almran, Gtobat Sex (Chicago and
London,2001).
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others, 'foreigners' and 'strangers' included. Normatively speaking, the
killing rituals of hunting and gathering orders, or tribal violence, or mafia
thuggery tend to have no place within this society. Its extra-governmental
institutions and forms of action are marked by a proclivity towards non-
violence and respect for the principles of compromise, mutual respect,
even power-sharing among different ways of life. The implication is clear:
global civil society is not just any old collection of ways of life that
have nothing in common but their non-identification with governing in-
stitutions. Factually speaking, this society encourages compromise and
mutual respect. There is (to speak literally and metaphorically) plenty
of room within its walls for people who believe in God, as well as for
religious people for whom the idea ôf a creator God is anathema, as well
as for people who feel only diffuse respect for the sacred as well as for
people who believe in nothing else except themselves. Insofar as these
variòus actors have a more or less deep sensitivity towards violence and
violence-prone institutions, rhey enable global civil society to be 'civil' in
a double sense: it consists of non-governmental (or'civilian') institutions
that tend to have non-violent (or'civil') effects.

Ptecisely because global civil society harbours many ways of life it
means many difflerent things to those who live their lives within its süuc-
tures. This is its fourth quality: it contains both strong traces of plwalism-
and stong conflict potent'ial. lü(¡ithin its economic domains - as rhe second
section of the book explains - this society sustains the livelihoods of mauy
hundreds of millions of people. It is a dynamic source of technological
innovation, capital investment, production, distribution and consump-
tion suetched across vast distances. It is home to businesses of all shapes
and sizes, ranging from the self-employed importer of goods produced
on the other side of earth ro rerail companies like Sears Roebuck, whose
annual sales of commodities produced in more than a hundred countries
are comparable to the total annual income of the 100 million citizens of
one state alone, Bangla Desh. None of this economic activity could take
place unless the institutions of global civil society performed otÌter, non-
economic functions: like that ofproviding social 'homes' or'nests'within
which individuals and groups fashion and re-fashion their identities, fa-
miliarise and make sense of each other, find meanings in life, get rheir
bearings through activities that cross borders, which are seen as bridges
rather than as places where ïvars start or trouble begins.

The cross-border links and activities also help to draw boundaries be-
tween themselves and governmental power, for instance by pressuring
and bouncing offterritorial states and their sub-units, as well as regional
and supranational government bodies. To speak (as some do) of a .world
order' or'one world'or'a global community'is misleading: the world is in
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fact sub-divided in two basic ways by the emergent global society. First,
its civilian institutions place limits upon governmenl They guamntee
power-sharing by ensuring that cross-border contests with governmental
power become commonplace. Globql civil society serves âs a brake or
potential check upon various forms of governmÊnt, and especially ab-
solutist political rule. AII goverlrmental institutionsr from local councils
through territorial states and regional and supranational institutions like
the United Nations and the WTO, are no\il feeling the pinching effects
of this civil society. Meanwhile - secondly - scuffles and skirmishes over
the disuibution of socio-economic power also regularþ take place within
global civil society itself. These contests typically become visible through
media coverage, which attracts witnesses to both local and world-wide
disputes concerning who gets what, when and how. In this way, global
civil society functions as a monitoring and signalling platform, ûom
which both local matters - mimicking the 'butterfly effect' ttrat has been
held responsible for ff,uctuations in whole weather patterns - can assume

global importance, and global-level problems (like nuclear weapons, ter-
rorism, the environment) are named, deñned and problematised. A sense

of 'the world' and 'humanity' as complex and vulner¿ble totalities conse-
quently strengthens. Global civil society - contrary to its communitarian
interpreters - does not resemble a 'global community'.27 For its partici-
pants, rather, this society nurtures a culture of self-awareness about the
hybridity and complexity of the world.

The heterogeneity of global civil society works against enforced unity.
It throws into question presumptions about. spontaneous sympathy and
automatic consensus.2s It heaps doubt upon claims (famously associ-
ated with Seneca) that all human beings are 'social animals'r2g or that
they stand firm upon some bedrock of essential 'humanity'. This com-
plex society is not a space wherein people naturally touch and feel good
about the world. Certainly that happens. Dressed in the clothing of hon-
est pilgrims, young people take time off, travel the world, odd-job' sleep

rough, sleep around, wonder and marvel at the complexity and beauty of
the world, just like a satisfied botanist observing and contemplating the
exuaordinary complexity of plant life. Others meanwhile dedicate their
lives to charitable or volunteer work by putting their minds and hearts
to work with others. They speak of compassion, and practise it. Yet de-
spite all this, the world of global civil society can be tough, calculating

2? Amitai Etzioni, Implications of the American Anti-Tërrorism Coalition for Global

^^ 
fuchitecturesrEwopeanJournalolPdliticel Tlæory,vol. l,no. I (]uly2002),9-30.

"ö Francis Fukuyama, Th¿ Grea¡ Dùrupab*. lilunøt Nature and the Recowiwtion of Social

^^ 
Q¡der (London, 1999), cbaprer t3:

"' Scncca, De.ElenejÍc¡¡b (Cambridgc, MA and l-ondon, 1935), book 7, section 1.
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and rough n tumble. It looks and feels expansive and polyarchic, fuIl of
horizontal push and pull, vertical conflict and compromise. Thke a stroll
through the heart of Riyadh, a city of astonishing contrasts between an-
cient social customs and ultra-modern norms: women shrouded in black
abagas shop at Harvey Nichols inside a Norman Foster building, their
eyes fully covered; the street corner McDonald's close five times a day
for prayers; men crowd into mosques surrounded by giant neon signs
advertising Sony. Global civil society - ro use a term of psychoanalysis -
is richly conflicted. That fact helps many parricþants within this society
to know and to understand that it is neither self-reproducing nor spon-
taneously self-regulating. They are more or less reflexively aware of its
contingency, They sense that its dynamic structures and rules and various
identities - even supposedly'ascrþtive'primary groups like kinship ties -
are not somehow naturally given, for all time; they see that they are subject
to strenuous negotiation and modification, through complex processes -
parallel summits, blockades, media eventsJ for instance - whose con-
sequences are often better understood after the fact, with hindsight.
This shared sense of contingency defies presumptions about the 'nat-
ural sociability of humans'.3o It also feeds social conflict, thus ensuring
that global civil society stands precariously between the boundaries of
orderly equilibrium and disorder at the edge of chaos.

The volume of this worldly self-awareness of the complexity of the
world, should not be exaggerated. It is hard to estimate its e>üent, but pro-
bably only 5 per cent of the world's population has an acute awareness of
the tightening interdependence of the world, its ecosystems, institutions
and peoples. Perhaps another 25 per cent are moderately or dimly aware
ofthis interdependence.3l While most orhers have not (yet) thought over
the matter, or don't much care, or are too cynical or self-preoccupied to
open their eyes and ears, the aggregate numbers of those who are globally
atü¡are are weighty enough to spread awareness that global civil society
exists; that it is a force to be reckoned with; that it both operates
within, and resembles, a patchwork quilt of power relations. Global civil

30 Buzan, 'An English School Perspcctir¿e', p. 3.
" DatageneratedbyrccenrVorldVuluesSurveyssuggeststhat.almostone-fi.tihofthebaby

boomers born after T?orld rüü¡r II see themselves as cosmopolitan citìzens of the globe,
identiSing wit]: their continent or the world as a whole, but this is uue of only one in ten
ofthegroupbrought up in ùre ìnterwaryears, and ofeven fewerofüre prewargeneration';
see Pippa Norris, 'Global Governance and Cosmopolitan Citizens', in Joseph S. Nye
and John D. Donahue (eds.), Govemance in a Globalizing lYorld. (Cambridge, MA and
!Íashington, DC, 2000), p. 175, From a global civil sociely perspective, the concept of
'cosmopolitan citizens' is unfortunate, ifonly because awâreness ofthe inørdependence
of the world is both more subtle and different than positive 'identification' with one's
own'contineff' or'tÍ¡e world'.
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society is most definitely riddled with power relarions.32 Its social groups
and organisations and movements lobby states, bargain with international
organisations, pressure and bounce offother non-state bodies, invest in
new forms of production, champion different ways of life and engage in
charitable direct action in distant local communities, for instance through
'capacity-building' programmes that supply jobs, clean running water,
sporting facilities, hospitals and schools. In ttrese various ways, the mem-
bers of global civil society help to conserve or to aker the power relations
embedded in the chains of interaction linking the local, regional and plan-
etary orders. Their cross-border links and networks help to define and
redefine who gets what, when, and how in ttre world. Of great importance
is the fact that these cross-border patterns have the power to stimulate
awareness among the world's inhabitants that mutual understanding of
different ways of life is a practical necessity, that we are being drawn into
the first genuinely bottom-up transnational order, a global civil society,
in which millions of people come to realise, in effect, that they are in-
carnations of world-wide webs of interdependencer'whose complexity is
riddled with opportunity, as well as danger.

To say this is to note - this frfiå point is obvious, but most crucial -
that global civil society is global. To speak of a global civil society is to
refer to politically framed and circumscribed socíal relations that stretch
across and underneath state boundaries and other governmental forms.
This 'macro-society' or 'society of interlocking societies' consists of a

myriad ofsocial interactions stretched across vast geographic distances.
Global civil society is the most complex society in the history of the
human species. It comprises a multitude of different parts, which are
cormected in a multitude of different ways. These diverse components
interact both serially and in parallel, and they produce effects fhat are
often both simultaneous and sequential. These effects, while normally
generated by local interactions and events, have emergent properties that
tend to be global. TØe are not exactly speaking here of a 'vast empire of
human society, as it is spread over the whole earth' (T0'ordsworth33) -
global civil society is neither a new form of empire nor encompassing of
the whole earth34 - but it certainly is a special form of unbounded soaety
marked by constant feedback among its many components.

32 On tlre concept of power and. its wide variety of forms, see my Václaø Høoel: A Potitical

"" 
Tivgedy in SiÍlca (I-ondon and New York, t 999).

"' From Sfrlliam lfordsworrh's Pref¡ce ro rlore þriczl Battads, with Other Poems (2nd edn'
t¡ndo¡. l8O0).

3a Compare tne áa¡m that there is a spreading new form of empire - a 'global society of
conuol' - ruled by global capital in Michael H¡rdt and Anconio Negri, Enpire
(Cambridge, MA a¡d I-oadon, 2000), esp. pp,32i-50,
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Global civil society can be likened - to draw for a moment upon eco-
logical similes - to â vâst, dynamic biosphere, It comprises a bewildering
variety of interacting habitats and species: INGOs, voluntary groups,
businesses, civic initiatives, social movements, protest organisations,
whole nations, ethnic and linguistic clusters, pyramids and networks. To
compare this society with a vast biosphere that süetches to every corner
of the earth is to underscore both the great complexity of its linkages
and (as we shall see) its vulnerability to internal and external interfer-
ence. Just as nearþ every part of the Earth, from the highest mountains
to the deepest seas, supports life, so too global civil society is now found
on virtually every part of the earth's surface. To be sure, everywhere it
is tissue-thin - just like the natural biosphere, which resembles a paper
wrapping that covers a sphere the size of a football - and its fringes, where
ice and permafrost predominate, are virtually inhospitable. In the inte-
rior of the Antarctic, only resuicted populations of bacteria and insects
are to be found; and even on its coasts there are very few living inhab-
itants, among which are a handful of flowering plant species, as well as

seals, whales, penguins and other birds. Global civil society is similarly
subject to geographic limits: whole zones of the earth, parts of contempo-
rary Afghanistar¡ Burma, Chechenya and Sierra Leone for instance, are

'no-go areas' for civil society actors and institutions, which can survive
onlyby going underground, living in micronichcs, like the tens of millions
of little invertebrates ttrat run the biosphere.35

But in those areas of the earth where it does exist, global civil society
comprises many biomes - whole areas (like North America and the
European Union and parts of the Muslim world) characterised by
specific animals and plants and climatic conditions. Each biome in turn
comprises large numbers of living ecosystems made up of clusters of
organisms living within a non-living physical environment of rocks, soil
and climate. These ecosystems of global civil society - cities, business
corridors and regions for instance - are interconnected. And they are
more or less inuicately balanced, through continuous flows and recycling
of efiorts among (as it were) populations of individuals of the same
species, which thrive within communities (such as smaller cities) that
are themselves embedded within non-living geographic contexts.

Biospheric similes are helpful in picturing the cross-border contours of
global civil society, but they should not be overextended, if only because
this society is not simply a naturaþ occuning phenomenon, Although it
is embedded within a terrestrial biosphere - it is the first-ever planetary

35 See Edward O. Wilson,'The Little Things that Run the \ù?orld', in Edward O. Vilson,
In Search of Natute (ïüashington, DC, I 996), pp. I 4l -5,
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order to understand itself as precarious, as naturaþ embedded - global
civil society is socially produced. Its intricate social linkages stretched
across vast distances are puzzling, indeed so difñcult to grasp that new
metaphors are urgentlyneeded to help us to picture andunderstand them.
Perhaps (to take an example) it is better to liken rhis society ro rhe rens
and hundreds of thousands of 'nested systems within nested systems'de-
scribed in certain versions of cornplexity theory.36 certainly, this global
society is both integrated and de-centred. It draws upon and is sustained
by many different actually existing societies, whose members regularly
interact and/or feel the effects of others' actions across political bound-
aries. These effects are not due to proximity alone; they are felt at great
distances, usually by social actors who have no direct contact with one
another, and who are otherwise fated to remain 'strangers' to one another.

The complexity and interdependence of the linkages is staggering, and
suiking as well is their combined efflect, which is to 'socialise' actors in
ways that 'thicken' or increase the density of social interactions across
political borders. consider one example: the luxuriant variety of lan-
guages spoken within global civil society. Vhile today's 6,000 languages
are rapidly disappearing, one by one, on average everytwo weeks, many of
them still spawn pidgins (rudimenrary languages concocred to facilitate
communicarion among speakers of mutually unintelligible tongues) that
sometimes mutate into creoles þidgins that have matured into the first
language of a community). Meanwhile, global efforts to revive dying or
dead languages, such as Ainu inJapan and Romansch in Switzerland, are
underway. suong resistance ro extinction is also evident in the fact that the
remaining top twenty languages that are today spoken by over 95 per cent
of ttle world's population are deeply resilienq they are highly complex
clusters of intermingling sub-languages and dialect families. None of
them is 'pute' - 99 per cent of words in the Oxford. Engtìsh Díct'ionary
are of foreign descent - and all of them are split into sub-varieties that
are constantly subject to further h5ibridisation.3? Or consider one other
example: the rapidly increasing mobility of people âcross borders in re-
cent decades, especially into and out of rich countries (neady 90 million
people enter Britain annually, for instance). The trend has many faces:
it includes the influx of visitors, working migrants and their households,
refugees and asylum seekers, all of whom have made many so-called
'national' societies both much more heterogeneous and other-regarding.
Cultural mino¡ities atr no longereasily assimilated, partly because of the

36 The vast literature includes David Bohm and F. David peat, .Sc íence, order, and crcativity
,, $þn!9n, 2000) and Ioha Briggs and F. David Pea¡, ?? ùuient Minor (Nóv York, t 990j.-' John McVhorrer, 17re lÞærr of BøbeL A Nøtnral ÍIisøry o!Laaguaga itnndcn, ãnOZ).'
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speed and volume of migration, but also because of their socially diverse
origins and the ease with which they remain in contact with their soci-
ety of origin. Many countries consequently contain whole categories of
people who can be described as 'denizens' (Tomas Hammar), people
who are foreign citizens enioying permanent legal resident status, or
as 'margizens', long-term immigrants who lack secure residence status:
illegal workers, unauthorised family entrants, asylum seekersj refused
asylum seekers who have not (yet) been deporte{ and temporary workers
who are in fact permanently integrated into the workforce.3s

Old habits

Defined in this way, as a vast, interconnected and multi-layered non-
governmental space that comprises many hundreds of thousands of self-
directing institutions and ways of life that generate global effects, the
ideal-type concept of global civil society invites us to improve our under-
standing of the emerging planetary order. It calls on us to think more
deeply about it, in the hope that we can strengthen our collective pow-
ers of Suidins and t¡ansforming it. This clearly requires sharpening up
our courage to confront the unknown and to imagine different fi¡tures.3g
And it most deûnitely obliges us to abandon some rvorn-out certainties
and outdated prejudices. Let us dwell for a moment on what the new
understanding of global civil society obliges us to give up.

The words 'global civil society' may be s¿id to resemble signs that fix
our thoughts on winding pathways that stretch not only in front of us,
but. also behind us. To utter the words 'global civil society', for instance,
is to sup with the dead, with an earþ modern world in which, among the
educated classes of Europe, 'world civil society' meant something quite
different than what it means, or ought to mean, today. Just how different
our times are can be seen by revisiting this older, exhausted meaning of
'world civil society'.

Consider thc works oftwo influential authors ofthe eighteenth century:
Emmerich de Vattel's Le droit des gens (1758) and Immanuel Kant's /d¿¿

zu einer allgemeinen Geschichte in wehbürgerlicher Absicht (1784) and Zutn
ewigen Frieden (1795).40 These books stand at the end phase of a long

38 Srephen Castles and Alistair Davidson, Cirìzenstrip and. Migratiott Glabalization and rhe
Polìtics of Belonging (Basingstoke, 2000).

3e A stimulating example of such rethinking that is guided by the idea of a global civil
society is Michael Edwards, Fzatre Po$titx. Inæmational Co-Operation in tlte ZlstCentury
(London,2000).

40 Emmerich de Vattel, Le droit des gens, ou príncìpes d.e la loi naûtrelle, applìqués à la con-
duít¿ et aux afaires des nations et des souoerains (London, 1758); ImmanuelK:znt, Idee
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cycle of European thìnking that understands civil society (societøs cfuiti$
as the condition of living within an armed legal order that guarantees
its subjects stable peace and good government. 'A state is more or less
perfect according as it is more or less adapted to attain the end of civil
society') wrote Vanel, for whom the distinction between state and civil
society was literally unthínkable. A civil society is a special form of gov-
ernment. rt'consists in procuring for its citizens the necessities, the com-
forts, and the pleasures of life, and in general their happiness; and in
securing to each the peaceful enjo5rment of his property and a sure means
of obtaining justice, and finally in defending the whole body against all
external violence.'ar Kant joined him in making it clear that civil society
in this normative sense was not necessarily synonymous with the modern
territorial state and im legal codes (iøs civile). Their classically minded
theory of civil society emphasised that war-mongering among states and
what Kant called the 'unsocial sociability' of subjects could be cured by
subordinating them wittrin a cosmopolitan alliance of states that is over-
ridden and protected by its own legal codes. Vattel insisted that states are
obliged to respecr and to protefi what he called the universar society of
the human race. 'Tfhen. . . men unite in civil society and form â separate
State or Nation. . . their duties towards the rest of the human race re-
main unchanged.'42 Kant went further. He envisaged a two-tiered 'law of
world citizenshìp' fías cosmopoliticuml which binds citizens and states inro
a higher republican commonwealth ofstates. This commonwealt\ which
resembles not a peace treaty lþactum pacisf but a league of peace [foedus
pacifi'cuml' would put an end to violence forever by treating its subjects
as citizens of a new law-governed political union. This union he called
'universal civil society' (einer aJlgemein das Recht,¿te¡waltenden bürgerlichen
Gesellschaft).43

The invention of the distinction between government and civil society,
and the subsequent birrh of modern colonial empires, the rise of nation-
alism from the time of the French Revolution, and the trend towards a
global system of complex governance, or cosmocracy - analysed below -
arguably confounded this eighteenth-century vision of two-tiered global
government, or a world civil society. Two centuries later, tlre concept
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of international society', familiar in the earþ work of Philip Marshall
Brown and the work of later scholars like Hedley Bull and Martin \ü7ight'

tried both to register this historical change and to preserve something
of the old-fashioned meauing of societas civilis. The global system of
interlocking territorial states was said not to resemble Hobbes' classic
description of a lawless state of natrre racked by deathly suivings af-
ter power over others. Territorial states were raffier seen by Bull and
others as socialised by the behaviour of other states. Ttrey were linked
into 'the most comprehensive form of society on earth'r& an increasingly
global framework of mutually recognised, informal customs and formal
rules - diplomatic protocol, embassy functions, multilateral treaties, and
laws governing matters as diverse as uade and commercer wâr crimes
and the right of non-interference. These smte-enforced customs and
rules that limit sovereignty by respecting it came to be called interna-
tional society, a strangely state-cenmed term that Hedley Bull considered
to be a basic precondition of contemporary world order. International
society, he wrote, 'exists when a group of states' conscious ofcertain
coÍìmon interests and common values, form a society in the sense that
they conceive themselves to be bound by a contmon set of rules in
their relations with one another, and share in the working of common
institutions'.45

The terms 'world civil society' and 'international society' still have
their championsr46 but from the standpoint of the new concept of global

civil society their'governmentality' or state-cenffedness are today deeply
problematic. Neither the classical term soci.etas cia'il:is not the state-centric
concept of international society' is capable of grasping the latter-day
emergence of a nan-gouernmental social sphere that is called global civil
society. These words, 'global civil society' may well sound old-fashioned,

e Martin ïflight, Poa¿r Pol¡h'cs, eds. Hedley Bull ¿nd Carsten Holbraad (Leicester,
1978), p. 106; cf. Philip Marshall Brown, Inærnational Socicty. Its Nqture and Inerests
(ì.lewYor\ 1928).

a5 HedleyBull,TheAnarchiealSoeiery. Asadyof OrilerìnWrldPolitics,2ndedn. (NewYork,
1995 [97?]), p. 13; see also his'The ftnportance of Grotius in the Study of International
Relations', in Hedþ Bull e¿ al, (eds.), Hugo Grotìus and Intematíonal Rela¡ions (Oxford,
1990), pp. ó4*93.

46 Exumples include Ralf DahrendorPs stimulating neo-Kantian defence of a universal
civil sociery in The Modqn Social Conflìct. An Essay on the Politics of Liberg (London'
1988), p, 189: 'The next srep towards a lù(orld Civil Society is the recognition of universal
rights of all men and women by ttre creation of a body ofinternational law.'Compare the
systems-theoretical interptetation of 'world so clety' (lVehgesellscåaf) in Niklas Luhmann,
DíeGeselbchaftdrGeselkchaft,vol. I (FrankfurtamMain, I998)'pp. 1481L,andthe
argument thar a 'mature anarcht' among states i$ a precondidon of a sFrng 'interaational
eociegf, in Barry Buzan, Jtøple, Staæs and ftar, An .4genda for Inærnational Seanríty
S¡.udia in the Post-Cold'War Era (New York and hndon, 1 99 l), pp. l7 4-81.
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but today they have an entirely new meaning and political signiûcance.
sustained and deeper reflection on the subiect - and a willingness to
puncture old thinking habits - is definitely warranted. Some examples arer especially pertinent ia this book's sttempt to define and to undersrand
global civil society in fresh ways.

Levels?

.Among the primary needs is to question the current habit among re-
searchers of speaking of civil societies as'national' phenomena and, thus,
of supposing or impþing that gtobal civil society and domestic civil so-
cieties are binary opposites. Many are still tempted to think in (architec-
tural) terms of rwo different 'levels' of civil society - the .national' and
the 'global' * as if homo crc.,¿/rs was a divided creature, strangely at odds
with itself, rather like a ñgure in the prose of Kleist: a figure pulled si-
multaneously in nvo different directions, towards 'home' and away from
'home'. 'Global civil society'r runs one version of this way of thinking, is
ra transnational domain in which people form relationships and develop
elements of identity outside their role as a cidzen of a particular state'. It
'represents a sphere that thus transcends the self*regarding character of
the state system and can work in the service of a genuinely transnational,
public interesr'.4? Note the srrong presumption that poiitically defined
territory remains the ultimate foundation of civil society institutions -
as if 'the global' was an add-on extral a homeless'extra-territorial phe-
nomenon. Note as well how such images of global civil society draw upon
architectural metaphors of up and down, here and there. They imply that
the world of civil societies is split into ¡vo levels - that ,domestic' civil
society is'self-regarding', whereas the other-regardiqg global civil society
is 'above and beyond national, regional, or local societies', or 'above the
national level'.48 Exactly how the two 'levels' are related, or how .citizens'
climb up and down the ladders in between, is left unclear.

In fact - the exemplary case is that of lreland easily the most globalised
country in the world according to ttre Globalisation Indexae - the lan-
guage of 'donnestic' aud 'foreiga' or'the local' and 'tbe global', as v¡ell as
the architecrural simile of "above and beyond', are aown*ght misleading.

*t 
llul Yqp¡*'The Normâ¡ive Promise of Nonsrerc Acrors: A Theoredcal Accqunt of
ltglat lvit_s-o<1rt', ¡n paul tfapner and l-esrcr Edwio J, Rtrz (øs.|, ùiAùe¿ Wrt¿

o, l?I,.11 T".Cl allsage of-Nonøtítæ Int¿rna¡ìonal Relziúons it"ot 
"ir, 

UO, zû0ri¡, p. Zo t.-- rrclmut ¡qnheier er al" 'lntroducing Globøl civil sociegf, in *{nheicr s¿ sÀ (c¿s,i, c¡o¿ø¡
,. Cr'url.îoa'agrt, pp.4, 3.-" Finaræial fizr*s (l,ondon), 9 Janutry 2002.
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Vithin the forces and processes that operate from within global civil so-

ciety there is no clear line separating the 'national' from the 'global'; the
two dimensions - the 'inside' and the 'outside' - constantly intersect and
co-define each other. Thke a simple example: jeans. This item of cloth-
ing is worn world-wide, and one might even say' with just a touch of
exaggerâtion, that jeans are the prized uniform of millions of people who
live, work and play within civil societies. As an item of clothing, every-
body knows that it had local American origins, and that as an American
commodity jeans have travelled well. They are today a relatively cheap

and popular form ofcasual dress on every continent, in over a hundred
countries. Yet this globalisation of jeans has not been s5monymous with
the homogenisation of meaningful ways of life. Jeans are not worn in
identical ways with identical connotations - Marlboro Man on his ranch
competes for attention with Thai youths on motorcycles and Lebanese
young rwomen, veiled and unveiled relaxing together in esplanade cafés,

all wearing jeans, in non-standard ways. All these figures are incarnations
of world-wide cultural webs that are themselves bound up with latticed
global networks of production * including raw and processed materi-
als like copper from Namibia, cotton from Benin and Pakistan, zinc from
Austalia, thread from Northern lreland and Hungary' synthetic dye from
Germany, pumice ftom Turkey, polyester tape from France, and steel zips

machined in Japan. This single example hishlights ttre normal patterns

of complexity in the globalisation of civil society. It drives home the point
that the so-called domestic and the global - to draw upon similes from
ttre field of physics - are marked by suong interactions of the kind that
hold together the protons and neutrons inside an atomic nucleus; or, to
switch to the language of complexity theory, the domestic and the global

are normally linked together in complex' cross-border patterns of looped
and re-looped circuitry. When it comes to understanding the dynamics of
global civil society, there is no definable or decidable boundary between
interiority and exteriority. The 'micro' and the 'meso' and the 'macro'
dimensions of this society are bottr interconnected and co-determinant
of each other. The tiniest and the largest operations and events are impli
cated in loops that produce feedback * ranging from system-simpliffing
and system-upsetting (or negative) forms through to feedback that is
more positive, in that it produces effects that are disproportionate to
fheir causes, so adding to the overall heterogeneity and dynamism of the
components of the global social system.

To repeat: the use of ecological similes and themes drawn from com-
plexity theory may be questionable, but they serve the basic purpose
of identi$ing the urgent need to develop theoretical imagery for better
imagining global civil society, as it is and as it might become. The rule
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of thumb, both in the past and in the present, is that the liveliest 'local'
civil societies are those enjoying rhe strongest world-wide links, To speak
of a global civil society is to highlight the inuicate pauerns of interdepen-
dence and co-dependence of its many different partsr their implication
as nodal points within an open system of networks fuelled by feedback
and feed-forward loops. It is importanr ro see that just as within locally
bounded societies larger social aggregates like uade unions often rein-
force (rather than simply subsume) the power and status of smaller social
units, like households, so the relationship between these more local civil
society units and fheir more distant or globalising connectors is not a
zero-sum relationship.

Insread of a single commodity like jeans, consider a whole country)
such as contemporary Japan: its government officials once regarded civil
society organisations as interlopers in affairs of state, and it is there-
fore unsurprising that in 1960, the density of its non-profit associations
(11.1 associations per l00r000 people) was only one-third ttrat of the
United States (34.6). By the earþ 1990s, the density had reached a level
of more than 80 per cent of that of the United States (29,2 per 100,000
people versus 35.2).50 Many factors help to explain this transformation,
but among the principal causes has been the country's internationalisa-
tion (the local term is kokusa.i-ka), beginning with the widespread pub-
lic involvement of citizens in assisting refugees from Indochina during
1979, and greatly boosted by a series of conferences hosted by the United
Nadons during the 1990s and media events like \ilorld Cup 2002. The
result has confirmed the interdependence of '1he national' and 'the inter-
national': faced with the grorving defacto involvement of civil society or-
ganisations in shaping foreign policy, Japanese government officials were
pressured into including representatives of these organisations in their
policy deliberations (during the G-8 Summit held in Japan, the govern-
ment even appointed a special 'Ambassador in Charge of Civil Society'
lshíbiru sosaeti tantshibiruf), while the shift from patron-client relations
in the foreign policy sector of government towards a model of political
negotiation with civil society actors has been replicated in various frelds
of domestic policy.5l

50 Yutaka Tsujinaka, 'Interest Group Srructure and Regime Change in Japan', in I. M.
Destler (ed.), MarylandlTsuhtbu Papers on U9-Jøpatz Relations (College Park, MD,

_. 1996),p.57.tr ToS¡ihiro Menju and Takaka Aoki, 'The Evolution of Japanese NGOs in the Asia
Pacific Context', in Tadashi Yamamoto (ed-), Ftnerging Ciúl Society in tha Aiø Pacific
Communitg: Nongotxmtnenml (Jndetpìnnings of the Emzrging A$a Pacific Regional Com-
øuruþ (Singapore and Toþo, I995), pp. 143-6, and Tadashi Yamamoto,'Emergence
ofJapan's Civil Society and Its Future Challenges', in Thdashi Yamamoto (ed.), Decidiag
the I'ublic Good: Gooernance and Cit¡il Society in lapan (Toþo, 1999), pp. 99-103.
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European ton'ns

This point about the dynamic osmosis between the 'domestic' and 'global'
dimensions of civil societies must be taken into account when trying to
understand the genealogy of civil societies, for instance in the European
region. In practice, the development of modern civil societies within the
framework of European states and empires contåined from the outset
the seeds of their own trans-nationalisation and interpenetration. This
rend can be seen even in the most local civil societies, whose roots are
partly uaceable to ttre revival of towns in Europe during the eleventh
century. The urban revival not only nurfured long-distance trade that
linked the Europes of the Mediterranean, the Atlantic and the Baltic; it
also marked ttre beginning of the continent's rise to world eminence -
and its contribution to the laying of the foundations of a global civil
society.52 Although the disuibution of these European tov/ns - unusual
clumps of people engaged in many different tasks, living in houses close
together, often joined wall to wall - was highly uneven' with the weakest
patterns of urbanisation in Russia and the strongest in Holland they
were typically linked to each other in networks, or archipelagos stretching
across vast distances. Wherever these urban archipelagos thrived, they
functioned like magnets that attracted strangers fascinated by their well-
lit complexify, their real or imagined freedom, or their higher wages.

Towns like Bruges, Genoa, Nuremberg and London resembled electric
transformers. They consuntly recharged life by adding not only motion
but also tension to its elements. Town-dwellers seemed to be perpetually
on the move. They travelled regularþ to and fro among built-up areas and.
regularly spent only part of their lives there: during harvest-times, for in-
stance, artisans and others typically abandoned their trades and houses
for work in fields elsewhere. The constant rumble of wheeled carriages,
the weekly or daily markets and the numerous trades added to the sense of
motion across distance: town-dwellers encountered water-catriers, floor
polishers, sawyers, porters and chair-carriers, pedlars, rabbit-skin mer-
chants, wigmakers, barbers, cobblers and domestic servants. All these
occupations in turn rubbed shoulders with members of the better sort:
merchants, some of them very rich, masters, mercenaÌies, engineers,
ships' captains, doctors, professors, painters and architects, all ofwhom
knew what it meant to travel through time and space.

The winding, twisting layout of towns added to their appearance of
geographic and social dynamism. Medieval Europe was one of only two

52 The following section draws upon the documents assembled inJohn H. Mundy and Peter
Riesenberg, The MedievalToøz (Princeton, 1858) and Fernand Braudel, Crzílization and
Capitalism. I 5th- I &th Cenhrry, vol. I (I-ondon, I 98 l), drapter 8.
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civilisations - the other was Islam * that fashioned large towns with an
irregular maze of streers. what was different about the medieval and
earþ modern European towns was their unparalleled freedom from the
political authorities of the emerging territorial states. Local merchants,
traders) craft guilds, manufacturers and bankers formed the backbone
of a long-distânce money economy endowed with the power to dictate
the terms and conditions on which governments ruled. seen in this way,
urban markets were the cuckoo's egg laid in the little nests of the medieval
towns. These nests were woven from various non-governmental insdtu-
tions, which together with the markets helped to nurture something brand
new: unbounded social space within which the absolutist state could be
checked, criticised and generally held at arm's length from citizens.

Universal history

The birth of civil societies in this sense did not simply lay the foundations
for'suongly connected national civil societies living in a sysrcm of many
stâtes'.53 Historicallyspeaking, the institutions of civil *oci.ty were never
exclusively 'national' or constituted by their exclusive relationship to the
nation-state. AII hitherto-existing civil societies have been linked by some
common threads, which is why global civil society has to be thought of as
more rhan the simple sum of territoriallybased and defined civil societies.
It rather comprises local, regional, state-ordered and supranarional civil
society institutions that are melded together in complex chains of inter-
dependence. The birth of local civil societies heralded the dawn of what
has been called universal history marked by the constant reciprocar inter-
action between local and far-distant events.'4 The neologism, global civil
society, belatedly names this old tendency of local and regional civil soci-
eties to link up and to peneuate regions of the earth that had previously
not known the ethics and strucrures of civil society in the modern Eu-
ropean sense. But the neologism points as well to current developments
that speed up the growth, and greatly'thicken', the networl¡s of transna-
tional, non-governmental activities. Ijniversal history so undersrood is
not the clichéd story of the one-way spreading of a bundle of 'Iü(/estern'
ideals to the rest of the world, whose contribution is a non-history of
non-contributions, or what Mamdani has called a .history of absences,.55

tt 
l{'--J' ?cterson' 'Tn¡nsoadonal Activiry, In¡sÊnadonal Sociecy and rffo¡ld poliriss',

., Míllcnnircn,2l:3 (1992), p. 388.
" R.eyrnond Aron, 'The Dawn of uoivcrsd llisto4/, in Miriam cananr (ed.), poàhrs aad
*, {{"Prt &Iccttd.€ssqys þ RE¡tmond Åwn (New York and t ofidor, l9?g) 

"p9, 
2L213.-' ¡vrabmood Mamdani' cítìsan md subje*t: conæmpotery.4Jriea and the r^egacy oJ ranc

t'oþntattl;.n (pr¡ficeton' I 99ó).
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It is universal in a more complex and messier sense: the local and the
beyond are interrelated recursively, through power-ridden processes of
entangled pasts and presents. So, for instance, it can be said that the
eighteenth-century vision of cosmopolitanism defended by Vattel, Kant
and others was a child of local civil societies; and that that cosmopoli-
tanism was the privilege of those whose lives were already anchored in
local civìl societies. This does not mean or imply that their vision of cos-
mopolitanism was superior. Seen from the perspective of universal his-
tory, it was iust one among many other modernities. The other-regarding,
outward-looking openness of these local civil societies - their glimpse of
themselves as part of a wider, complex world, their capacity to see space
and time not as part of the bare bones of the wodd, but as construc-
tions - constântly tempted them to engage and transform that world.
Their stocks of social skills, their capacities for commercial enterprise,
technical innovation, freedom of communication, for learning languages
and saving souls in independently minded churches: all these qualities
fed the developing worldliness and laid the foundations for their later
globalisation.

Think for a moment of the example of the colonisingprocess uiggered
by the British Empire, which at its height governed nearly one-third of
the world's population.s6 Unlike the Spanish colonies, which were the
product of a species of absolute monarchy that charged into the world
under the flags of evangelisation and military glory, the British Empire was
driven not only by maritime-backed colonial power, but also non-state
initiatives based at home. These were either for profit, as in the Virginia
Company and the East India Company, which combined the capital of
wealthy magnates with the navigational skills of freebooting maritime
adventurers to form a joint-stock organisation that not only conquered
India and laid the foundations of the Raj, but alsq provided the means
by which people, commodities, animals, plants and ideas circulated to
and from the east. The British Empire also spawned non-state initiatives
driven by religious ends, evident in extensive Christian missionary activity
and the emigration of dissenters; Puritans to New England, Quakers to
Pennsylvania, Methodists to Ausualia and Presbyterians to Canada.
These non-state or civil initiatives did not simply have one-way effects

56 Two phases of the expansion of Europe are commonly distinguished. The fust encom-
passes the European conquest ofthe Americas; it scretches from Columbus' Iìrst voyage
in L492 to the ñnal defeat of the Spanish armies in South Àmerica during rlte 1830s.
During the second phase, the net of European power was câst over Asia, Africa and
the Pacific; it began in the l?30s, but crystallised only after the Àmerican Revolution,
whictr signalled úre end of European dominance in the Atlandc; see Anthony Pagden,
Iardt of All the Illotld. kleologies of Empíre in Spaín, Britain and France c. 15A0-c.1800
(New Haven and London, 1995).
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upon the colonised; they rather established complex social and economic
chains of interdependence that contained a large number of components
that interacted simultaneously with a rich variety of effects that soon
began to be felt in all four corners of the earth. Empire promoted inde-
pendence at a distance; various factors of socio-economic life, previously
unrelated, became involved v¡ith one another.

Conceptual inrperialism?

\ûith this example of empire, a critic of the idea of a global civil soci-
ety might well at this point lodge the objection that the language of civil
society speaks with a Iüestern accent. The development of long-distance
social relations, the critic might observe, certainly had the effect of spread-
ing the norms and institutions that would later be named civil society in
the modern sense.5? Yet a cursory gla{rce at t}re historical record shows
that this diffirsion of the institutions and language of civil society every-

where encountered resistance - sometimes (as in parts of the East African
mainland during the Christian missions of the 1840s58) armed hostility,
followed by a fight to the death. It is therefore obvious, or so our critic
might conclude, that 'civil society' is not just a geographically specific
concept with pseudo-universal pretensions; it also has a strong elective
affinity with 'the'West', and even potentially plays the role of an agent of
\l¡estern power and influence in the world.

Might talk of a global civil society indeed be a wooden horse of
European domination? A¡e there indeed good reasons 'to send back the
concept of civil society to where.. . it properþ belongs - the provincial-
ism of European social philosophy'?5g Given tlre þrimø facie evidence,
the suspicion that the language of civil society is mixed up in the nasty
businesses of hubris and blood has to be taken seriously, and certainly
any contemporary use of the phrase needs to be highly sensitive to what
is conceptually and politically at stake here. At a minimum - there are
many other controversial issues, discussed later in this book, such as the
difficulties facing practical efforts to develop the idea of civil society as a

5? The mid-eighteenth-century transition from classical European usages of soøe tas cioilis (a
well-governed political community) to ttre modern sense of civil society as legalþ secured
spaces of non-violent social interaction is examined in my'Despotism and Democracy:
The Origins and Development of the Distinction Between Civil Society and the State
1750-1850', in John Keane (ed.), C¿aiJ Society and the State: New Euroþean Perspectùtes

-^ 0-ondon andNerryYor{<, 1988 {reprinted t9981), pp.35-72,
)ö Philip D. Curtin, ?Ire l&rld and rtp WFsc. The Eurupean Chaltenge anl the Oaeneøs Response

.^ il the Åge otEræprre (Cambrk{ge and:New Yorlq ?000), chapter 7.
" Partlra Chacerjee, 'A Response to ThyloCs'!"Modes, of Civil $cciety" ', Public Culwre 3:l

(Fall 1990), p. 120.
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global norrn-itshould be remembered that the phrase global civil society
has so far been used in this discussion as an ideal-type, for heuristic pur-
poses, This means (as MaxWeberfirstpointed out60) that it does not aim
initially to manipulate or to dominate others, but rather seeks to name and
to descrìbe and to clari$' and interpret the world, either past or present.
In other words, it seeks to help us better understand the world in all its
complexity by simplifuing it, intellecrually speaking. rù(/hether and how
well it manages to perform this task can be decided only by bringing it to
bear on the empirical'reality', whose dynamics it seeks to interpret and
to explain. The V'estern origins of the concept and the possibility ttrat it
imposes alien values are thus at this stage irrelevant considerations. TØhat
is rather at stake is whether and how well the research quesrions and em-
pirical findings elucidated by the concepr of global civil society prove ro
be illuminating for others elsewhere in the world,

Illumination here presupposes and requires clean hands, For one of the
bitter tuths lurking within the contemporary popularity of the language
of civil society is the fact that European talk of civil society originally
presupposed and required the disempon¡erment or outright crushing of
others elsewhere in the world. Those who today want ro universalise rhis
language, to utilise it for descriptive interpretations throughout the world,
must face up to this fact. They must acknowledge candidly - in effect,
ask others forgiveness for the bad consequences of - some embarrassing
historical facts.

The stench of violence ttrat once surrounded talk of 'civilised society',
'civilisation' and 'civility' is prime among these facts. The foundations
of civil societies have often been soaked in blood. 'Civilised' worldliness
typically developed hand in hand with profoundly 'uncivil' or barbaric
forms of domination. Worldly civil societies could nowhere have devel-
oped or survived without the superior naval power, deep-rooted pugnacity
and comparative immunity to disease that had earlier facilitated the rise
of the Vest, from around 1500 onwards, often in violent, uncivilised
form. Among its landmarks, which appear barbaric by today's standards
of civility, are fhe ruthless aggression ofAlmeida and Albuquerque in the
Indian Ocean, the destruction of the Amerindian civilisations of Peru and
Mexico, and the generalised hostility torvârds peoples as diverse as
Muslim traders in the Mediterranean basin and aboriginal hunters and
gatherers in such counrries as Australia and Canada.6l

óo Max ïfeber, ' "Objectivity' in Social Science and Social Policy', in Edward A. Shils and
.. Herry A. Finch (eds.), îhc *Ierhodolas oÍ ¡he Sotial Scienlg (New york, 1949), p, 90.o' W¡lliao H. McNeill, The Riss olthe Wøt. Á History o!the fluman Çommunity (Chiergo

and London, l96j), chapter 1 1.
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Towards the end of the eighteenth century, when the modern language
of civil society was still young, those who favoured its institutions and
norms were often prepared to wield violence against its enemies, both
at home and abroad. Supposing that they were on the side of God, or
the angels, they were prepared to traverse unknown frontiers into strange
lands, full sail or mounted on horsebacþ armed with swords, pistols and
cannon. They were prepared to stand by the distinction between the
'non-torturable' and'torturable' classes (Graham Greene). Napoleon's
well-known add¡ess to his troops just before setting offto conquer Egypt *
'Soldiers', he shouted, 'you are undertaking a conquest with incalculable
consequences for civilisation' - was the battle-cry of civil society on the
march. The willingness of British èolonisers to heap vast quantities of
violence onto the bodies of the aboriginal occupants of the lands that
they wanted to seize also stands in this tradition.

As well, outer-lying areas of the British Empire were laboratories in
which 'civilising' measures were tested on the colonisers themselves.
Norfolk Island, originally occupied by British settlers from 1788 to 1814
and today famous fior its peaceful and austere beauty, counts as an exam-
ple. During the second quarter of the nineteenth century, it was trans-
formed by the British authorities into a place of extreme punishment for
male convicts who had re-ofiflended in Van Diemen's Land or New South
Wales. In the name of a 'civilised socieg/, they were forced to labour
from dawn to dusk, and to eat like animals without utensils. At the small-
est hints of disobedience, they were fed only bread and water. Frequent
lashings - 500 at a time - were commonplace; stubborn oúflenders were
locked in cells where they could neither lie nor stand; and since death
was naturally a merciful release from this island hell, prisoners commonly
drew lots to decide who would kill whom - and so to decide who could
leave the island for Sydney, where murder charges were heard.62

Big violence, little violence

Insofar as the civilisingmission ofthe friends of civil society assumed such
forms, it should come âs no surprise that many earþ modern champions
of civil society scorned others for their alleged inability to develop its in-
stitutions. This is another historical fact to be grasped by those who today
speak positively of global civil society: in early modern usages, 'civil soci-
ety' was typically contrasted with 'the Asiatic' region, in which, or so it was
said, civil societies had manifestly failed to appear. 'Among the ÉIindus,

62 See tl¡e various pieces of documented evidence in Suzanne Rickarcl (ed.), Georye
Barrington's Voyage to Botøtty B4y (Leicester, 2001).
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according to the Asiatic model', wrote James Mill with India in mind, .the

government was monarchical, and, with the usual exception of religion
and its ministers, absolute. No idea of any system of rule, different from
the will of a single person, appears to have entered the minds of them or
their legislators.'63 Marx and Engels, who were otherwise no friends of
modern civil society (bürgerliche Gesellschøft), similarþ observed that in
the East the 'first basic condition of bourgeois acquisition is lacking: the
security ofthe person and the property of the trader'.64 And along parallel
lines, Tocqueville noted that whereas in America the spirit of Christianity
enabled the growth of a civil society and democratic institutions, the
Muslim faith and manners had heaped materialism and fatalism onto its
believers. The chronic decadence of Islam meant that 'the great violence
of conquest' initially carried out by Europeans in countries like Algeria
would need to be supplemented by 'smaller violences'. He considered
that'there have been few religions in the world as deadly to men as that
of Mohammed', and he was sure that it was 'the principal cause of the
decadence so visible today in the Muslim world'. Civil society was impos-
sible in Muslim societies. Their pacification required a two-tier political
order: a ruling group based on the principles of Christian civilisation, and
a ruled group of natives who would continue to live by the laws of the
Qur'ãn.6s

Friends of global civil society must today be encouraged to ask tough
guestions of such views. They would be wise to cultivate an allergic reac-
tion to such claims, not only because in practice (in the extreme) they can
have murderous consequences, but also because the earþ modern pic-
ture of the Muslim world that pre-existed \P'estern colonisation typically
blanked out its plurality of social institutions ttrat had all the qualities -
but not the name - of a certain religious form of civil society.ó6 Here the
theory of global civil society encounters a semantic problem: the name
(hoinonia politikø; societas cioilis; civil society) was of course a European
invendon, but the substance of civil association protected by law was

!' J"-"r l./:ill, The Hisøta of Brítîsh lxdiø (London, l8l?), vol. t,p. t22.
Óa Karl MsßandFredcrickEngels,'ThcForeignPolicyofRussianCzarism,,inlåeRussian
-_ Menace in Eump (L-andoa, 1953¡, p. 40.
o) Sce tlre le$er ro Gobineau in Alexis de Tocqueville, Oeuures complèæs, erl. J. p. Mayer

(Paris, 1951-), vol. 9, p. 69; the unpublished lenerro Lamoriciere (5 April tg46), cired
in André Jardin , Tocqueuille: A Biognplzy (New York, 1988), p. 3l B; and pie¡re Michel,
'Démocratie er Barbarie', in Unmythe romantþue,les Barbarcs, IZBS-|B4B (Lyons, lggl),
pp. 267-92. More generally, see the important essay of Bryan S. Turner, ,Orientalism
and ú¡e Problem of civil sociery in Islam', in Asaf Hussain er cl, (eds.), orientalísm,

- - Islam and Islan¿ists (Bratrleboro, VII I 984), pp. 23-42.
oo rhc literaturc on rhis ropic is vast, but see lra M. Lapidus, Ffttrory of Istamic societies

(cambridge, 1988) and 'Mustim iities and Islamic soìiedes', in Iia ¡vr. iafiaus çea.¡,
Middle East¿rn Citìzs: A Symposinm on Ancient Islamic aad Conremporary Miitàte East¿rn
Urbanìsrn (Berkeleg 1969), pp. 4?-74.
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common throughout the world of Muslim societies beforeBuropean con-
quest. This point was noted by quite a few eighteenth-century European
observers with cleareyes and an open mind. jean-Jacques Rousseau (who
admittedly favoured undivided, small republics) even complained that
Muslims too strictly distinguished between the theological and political
systems. 'Mahomet held very sane views, and linked his polirical sysrem
well together; and, as long as the form of his government conrinued under
the caliphs who succeeded him, that government was indeed one, and so

far good', he wrote. 'But the Arabs', he added, 'having grown prosperous,
lettered, civilized, slaclç and cowardly, u¡ere conquered bybarbarians: the
division between the two [theological and political] powers began again;
and, although it is less apparent among the Mahometans than among the
Christians, it none the less exists, especially in the sect of Ali, and there
are Stâtes, such as Persia, where it is continually making itself felt'.67

Rousseau's observation stood the charge of Caesaro-papism against the
Islamic world on its head. It suggested, and more recent observers have
agreed, that the East - a slothful term that projects ignorance onto the
profound complexity of the vast geographic and cultural ârea to which
it refers - was not a sewer of slavishness, a world without private prop-
erty ruled by Great Monarchs who treated their subjects as if they were
mere households of women, children and slaves. The fragmentary evi-
dence that survives instead suggests that these early civil societies most
probably were pioneers in the field of contract law. These societies, for
instance, were dotted with cities that functioned as cosmopolitan trafûc
nodes, entrepôts and facilitators of a vast proto-ïvorld system.68 These
sociedes also had the longest recorded history of private and civil law
covering the protection of trade and property, whose predominant form
was that of parurership.6e These partnerships were not based on the fa-
miliar European employer-employee relation (which was widely regarded
as a form of slavery) and they certainly did not give rise to class differ-
ences between owners and non-owners ofproperty; property, production
and trade were rather embedded in households, neighbourhood or con-
fessional groupings, in which business partnera, women and men alike,
considered each other as 'owners', regardless of whether they contributed
capital or labour to the partnership. Social ties were typically multiple,
fluid, and dynamic - 'fuzzy' ruther than monolithic, enumerated, and

6? 
Jean-¡acques Rousseau, The Social Conusu, in The Social Contact azd Dlscoarses (New

,. York, lgl3), book 4, chapter 8, p. I09,
"" I. Abu-t-ughod, Beforc Ewopean Ífegeuong: The Wo¡ld Systcm AD 1250-1350
.^ (Cambridse, 1989).
"' Mikhait Rostovr¿ef, Caraoan Cia'es (Oxford, 1932), pp. 8-9; Solomon Goitein,'Com-

mercial and Family Partnerships in the Countries of Medieval Islrrtrn',Islamic Satdies
3 (1964), pp. 315-3?, and his Srzdr¿s in Islamic Hisnry and Instintiorts (I-eiden, 1966),
pp. 220_8.
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homogeneous, like many of the later forms of colonial bonds.?o The
effect, among others, was to block the emergence of large-scale trad-
ing and manufacturing firms of the kind that first developed in Britain,
France and the Netherlands, and the rise of absolutist forms of political
rule as well. Seen in this way, the 'Oriental' despotic state much anal-
ysed and feared by European writers rvr¡as an effect of foreign conquest
and Western colonisation . Its' grande aiolence' (de Tocqueville) typicalty
succeeded because the colonisers had at rheir disposal military and com-
munications resources and long experience of the arts of absolutist rule.

The effect, in most cases, was to destroy or badly maim the complex
of pre-existing social institutions and business partnerships, so creating
vacuums that could be ûlled up by the hatìste institutions of the colonial
poïyers and their comprador rulers (shahs, emirs, kings).7l The new
Turkey under Kemalist rule (1923-38) is a clear case in poine the na-
tionalist state-building led by Mustafa Kemal (later crowned with the
name of Atatürk, or'Father of the Turks') eliminated the entire system
of religious schools, with the rnekteps and medreses compulsorily reorgan-
ised under the direction of the Ministry of Education. Secular codes of
law based on Italiar¡ Swiss and German precedents were rigorously ap-
plied in the fields of civil, criminal and commercial law. Materials printed
in the Arabic and Persian languages were banned and Turkish transla-
tions of the Qut'an, anathema to orthodox Muslims, were encouraged
and recited publicly. Religious titles and their use were abolished, and
dervish lodges (tekke) and cells (zøviye) were closed. Western clothing
was officially encouraged, and Sundag rather than the Muslim Friday
holiday, was declared the official day of rest. The old sysrem of locating
places in relation to public squares and places was countered by laws
specifiiing that buildings and houses had to be numbered and all streets
named, according to the European custom. The first Turkish beauty con-
tests \Mere staged; alcohol was legalised for Muslims; and civil mariages
for all became compulsory. And, as if to crown all these 'seculat' mea-
sures backed by threats of militaryviolence from above, regal statues and
majestic paintings of Kemal were placed in public places - so violating
the old Muslim tradition of opposition to the inflated representation and
deification of tiving things.?2

Unfamiliar words 35

Travelling

A final inuoductory rhought: it is significant, and profoundly ironical, rhat
descriptive usages of the concept of globar civil society have now spread
to every condnent of the globe. The birth and maturation of global civil
society has been riddled with many ironies. \}(¡e shall see later that its civil
institutions can even be understood and defended as the condition of a
healthy, publicly shared sense of irony, but for the moment here is among
the strangest ironies of all: an originally European way of life, some of
whose members set out brutally to colonise the world in the name of
a civil society, heþed lay the foundations for its own universal appeal
and, with that, strengthened civil resisrance to colonising forms of power
and preiudice originally traceable to the European region. The revolts
of the colonised in the name of a 'civilised society' against British impe-
rial power in the eighteenth-century American colonies was the first-ever
case in point of this unintended consequence. There have subsequently
been many more and recent instances of these ironic, failed attempts to
crush the willpower of a (potentially) self-governing civil society through
armed state or imperial power that once prided itself on its own .civilis-
ing mission'. Examples range from the gentle and prolonged resistance
to imperial poïver by locally formed civil societies (as in Austalia and
New Zealand) to the volcanicupheavals against coronial andpost-colonial
power in contexts otherwise as different as Haiti, India, south Africa and
Nigeria.

one important effect of such unintended developments is observable:
the contemporary 'emigration' of the language of civil society, from its
original birthplace in Europe to all four corners of the earth.?3 In recent
years, the family of terms 'civil society' and 'global civil society' have
proved to be good travellers. After making a first appearance in Japan
and then developing vigorousþ in the European region, including its
eastern fringes - the Nøu Yoù. Times has reported ttrat civil society is
'almost a mantra in Russian politics fhese days'?a * the terms spread to the
united states and canada, and throughout central and south America.
They have appeared as well throughout sub-saharan Africa, oceania,
and all regions of Asia and the Muslim world.75 This globalisation of the
concept of civil society is one aspect of the emergent global civil society,

]l Y ty ç,1q $ociery æ¡d r/¡e Srartr AId hrrage- a¡d JV¿ø Iîsr'ozs, esp pp. 32 tL'" N¿¡s Yorå Înras, June 22, 2000.
" The literature is v¡sr and stil g¡ow¡ng rspidly. Among rhe bcs¡-hoq¡û conrributions

are Sudipta Kavþi and Surú f$itnani (etts.), Cro¿3¿¿raryr Histoty anà gÃ¿r*rro
!$,ipl¿æ *d Ngw York, 200t); Rict¡ard Augusrus Nor¡on (ùd-), Cto,7 Sorrb ty ín tÌrcMc rsas¿,Zvels, (lriden, 1995); ChrisHannr¡d Elizsbeth Ðunn (cds.), O¡'s¡?3oc¡iq,:

YlrlMq*q Wura Mod¿l¡ (Nerv york, 1996); Thdaslri yamarnoto (ed.) b¡¡srg¡r¡g G¡¿,,I
ooaery tn úe ásia Pacific Comwsnr¡ç.' N¿r¡sæar¿r¿ ¿wal llnd¿wí¡¡ni¡tos ¿í thæ E¡t¿m'ns.,Ã.rìa

?0 Sudipta Kaviraj, "The Imaginary Institution of India', in psrrha Chaneriee and

-, Çyanendra Pandcy (eds.), Subake¡n Sa¡dles" VII (New Dclhi, 1992), ¡rp. 20-6.
" see llannah Bautu, zI¡e old soci¿l cJass¿s and ih¿ RetnL.tiøtary lvlaærnents of lraq

(Princeton, 1978); the claim that theories oforiental despotism sprang up as a foil for
classical republicanism is well defended in Patricia springborg, wesætn kepublieanism

^^ 
anl che Orienøl Prince (Cambridge, 1992).

" See, for instance, stanford J. shaw and Ezel Kural Shaw, History of the ottoman Empire
and. lVfodprn Turhey, vol.2 (Cambridge and London, lg?7), esp. chapter 6; Andiew
Davison, Seculaism and Reaioalism in Tilùqt elew Haven and Lonaon, lgOS).
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for it shows how civil society ideas and languages and institutions are

spreading beyond their place of origin into new contexts, where they are

in turn conceptualised or re-conceptualised in local contexts, from where
the revisions, which are sometimes cast in very different terms' may and
often do feed back into the original donor contexts.?6 Not only is talk of
civil society now heard world-wide within circles of journalists, lawyers

and academics. NGOs' business people, professionals, diplomats and
politicians of various persuasions also like to speak the same language.

Its popularity may well convince future historians to look back on this
globalisation of the term and to iudge that its global extension, which is

without precedent, signalled the first step in the long-term emergence of
common frameworks of social meaning against the tyranny of distance
and the constrictions of state boundaries. Tomorrow's historians maywell
conclude that the spreading talk of civil society was not just talk. They
may highlight the fact that something new was born in rhe world - the
unprecedented (if unevenly disuibuted) growth of the sense within NGOs
and publics at large that civilians live in one world, and that they have

obligations to other civilians living beyond their borders, simply because

they are civilians.
Proof positive of this trend is the reception by scholars and activists

alike of the idea and ideal of civil society in the Indian sub-continent.
In recent years, this reception has been driven by renewed interest in in-
digenous taditions of civility, widespread disappointment v¡ith the post-

colonial state, marketreforms! and the defence of civil and political rights
against religious nationalism and authoritarian state policies' Three dif-
ferent versions of the case for civil society seem to predominate. The
*aditionalist approach criticises state violence and calls for 'humane gov-
ernance' based upon strengthened indigenous traditions. The project of
strengthening a civil society that is 'rooted in diversity yet cohering and

holding together' must draw upon 'surviving traditions of togetherness,

mutuality and resolution of differences and conûict'.?? Others reject this
uaditionalist approach as nostalgia for traditions that harbour inequality
and individual unfreedom - and produce instability within modern insti-
tutions. These critics prefer instead to walk the path originally trodden
by Paine and Tocqueville, to reach a different understanding of civil so-

ciety as a distinctively modern sphere of voluntary associations, some of

Pac$c Regio*al Conmunþ (Singapore and lfoþo, 1995); John L and Jean Coma¡uff
(edsJ, ö¡ørT Soc¡bry m¿d th¿ Polí¡íca| Imøgination in ,Afríca: Critical Perspcaìxs (Chicsgo
and Lcndon, t999); and John Kcane (ed.)' CrørT Society aad rlt¿ S¡a¡e' Nerau Erropean
Pan¡eøl'oes.

?ó Makoto lokibe, Japan's Civil Society: An Historical Overview', in Tadashi Yamamoto
(ed.), D¿ciding tLe Public Good: Gotte¡nance aaà Civil. Society in Japan (Tokyo' 1999).

77 Ra¡ni Kothari, Sraælguinst Dentatrac5t: In tearch ol Hnmant Gotxn¡anc¿ (Delhi' 1988).
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them of colonial orþin, that stand as buffer zones between the individual
and governmental insdtutions. constitutional democracy in India is seen
to require a modern civil society: a plurality of secular and inclusive insti-
tutions that enjoy considerable autonomy from state power.?8

some who are otherwise sympathetic to rhis rnodernist approach doubt
its implied teleolory: they point out that such 'civil-social' institutions
are in short supply, that they are confined to well-to-do strata, and ttrat
this løck of modern civil associations in a society dominated by caste and.
religious ties is the key indicator of the post-colonial condition.Te still
others * the anthropological approach - question this interpretation of
post-colonialism. They seek to cut through the pre-colonial/post*colonial
dualism by pointing to the ways in which castes and religious communi-
des deserve to be included in any descriptive-analytical account of civil
society' Randeria, for instance, denies that castes and religious com-
munities are (or were ever) describable as traditional 'organic bonds
of kinship', as standard accounrs of the tradition/modernity divide have
supposed.s0 She points out, persuasively, that the social groupings within
pre-colonial rndia, casres included, were q/pically multiple, flexible and
fluid' rather than rigid and exclusive in outlook. The Gujarat community
of Mole-Salam Garasia Rajputs, which until recently assigned a Hindu
and Muslim name to each one of its members, is an example of this dy-
namic heterogeneiq4 which evidently survived colonial conquest: in the
1911 census, nearly a qurirter of a million Indians described themselves
as'Mohammedan Hindus'.8l

Randeria acknowledges that colonial administ¡ation, which sought to
map and control Indian society, was responsible for the refashioning of
territorially defined castes into enumerated communities through bu-
reaucratic definition: for the purposes of census classification and counr-
ing, emplo5rment in the colonial administration, and the allocation of
seats in representative bodies, colonial administrators twisted social iden-
tities like religion and casre (samaj, or sociery, in Gujarat) into political
?8 

$rdrê Bêtcille, CrøilSoarþ andlæ Institutiour, dctivercd as the firsr Fulbright Menrorial
l.r:cnrrc (calcuna, t996),aswell ashis.soabqyand potítiesín Iadía(t-ondõni r99t) and
'The conflict of Norms aad vsl¡!¡es in conúrnporary Indian sociàty', in licter &erger
Qd.\ zlr Liniæ oJ $ocíal Gol¡es¿b¿.' coafiict anà MÃiot¡on in pturat-sícìeriæ (Boddlr,

__ Co. 1998), pp. 265-92.
'v Patha.-charreriec, 'on civ¡l and Foliúc¡l sociery io t¡ost-colonial Dernocr*cies',

a sudipta Kavirai and sunil Khiln¡ai (eds), cr:rrrÏ socieE Hisøty a¿d Þoss¡'àr?rhls
.^ (CsmbridSp, 2001), p¡. lé5-?8-* sftulini Randcria, 'Geiltc Geschichte uad vcrwotrcnc JWodcrne', in JÕrn Rrisen er al.

\cds)rZllnfwnwntfe ld¿¡l¿frlreiw,Kultard¿¡- lâränderuns(Frankiurrãm Main, 1999),
pp. È?*96, âûd 'From cobesion ro conne*edness: civil soiiery, castc solidmiries asd

,, l"*t-Pl.u.olism in Po_sr-colonial India', in Kcane iert-), cis¡il sãcieç¡l: gtrlin pcrrpe*n es.- ù' 
-1. 

l-oRhs¡dwala, 'Indinn Islam: com¡nsite culturc snd r-regr¿rion', Near e¡aø, 5o(I985), pp. 8?-r0t.
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categories. Randeria also acknowledges that these bureaucratic classifica-
tions had profound political and social effects, so that by the early decades

of the twentieth century, caste organisations and communal parties were
mobilising to deûne and protect their interests on an India-wide basis. Yet

she goes on to point out - against politically loaded, nationalist claims on
behalf of a homogeneous Hindu maiority - that, despite their ascriptive
qualities, most lower castes, including the so-called 'untouchable castes'

(scheduled castes, as the Indian constihrtion calls them)' continue to be
largely self-governing local collectivities. They enjoy a measure of self-
conscious jurisdiction and authority over their members - a power that
is often jealously guarded against state intrusions. Castes are far from
being kinship groups with unalterable customs and procedures. Their as-

semblies (pønchøyøt), comprising all the adult members of a local caste

rrnit Qparaganu), are sites of deliberations about rules and the contesta-
tion of norms that are vital for maintaining the patterns of solidarity and
belonging - and for resisting unwanted state intervention in such matters
as the rules of marriage, divorce and re-marriage' the exchange of food
and care arrangemerits for children.

Randeria points out that the European language of civil society first
travelled to India during the nineteenfh century. \Øith the founding of
the colonial state, the civil sphere - often not named as such82 - took
the form of spaces of social life either untampered with by colonial rulers
or established through the resistance to their power by colonial subjects
themselves. Randeria shows that the subsequent debates about civil so-

ciety in India have come to interact with different European images of
civil society, so highlighting not only their travelling potential but also
the ways in which'foreign' or'imported' languages both resonate within
local contexts, and are often (heavily) refashioned as a result. They then
become subject to 're-export', back to fhe context from which they orig-
inally came, in consequence of which the language of civil society is both
pluralised and globalised. The impressive cooperation between the coali-
tion called Narmada Bachao Andolan (formed in 1988) and INGOs like
Oxfam and The Environment Defense Fund in campaigns in support of

82 A difficult but interesting and inescapable problem of interpretation arises here: the
possibility rhar some of ttre institutional pracdces of global civil society in various parts
of rhe world neither presently consider themselves participants within this society nor
use nor understand the language of civil society. Throughout this boolç Ûre problem is
treated as generously as possible, in that actors and insritutions ürat more or less abide by
the rules of global civil society, outlined in this introduction, can legitimately be called by
that proper name. Just as we commonly distinguish between ttre terms i¡ which people
describe themselves and how they are described by others, so global civil society is a
space containing many identities that go by other names - including identities that smell
sweet despite the fact that they are not called roses.
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the right of people not to be displaced by dam construction in wesrern
India illustrates what Randeria has in mind. The profound theoretical im-
plication of her point should not be missed: mubiple and, mubî-dimensional
ard entøngled languages of civil society now conrribute to the definition of
the world of global civil society, conrrary to Gellner and Hall and others,
civil society is not a uniquely lü(/estern achievement.s3 Its forms appeared
in a large number of different contexts - even in the so-ca[ed 'dark' con-
tinent of Africa, with its pre-colonial institutions like the Tswana kgolta
and old traditions of invisible governance' articulated through local, so-
cially shared styles, aspirations and secrets of individuals and groups.s4
Not only that: rù(/estern definitions of civil society are nor universal in any
simple sense. The plural understandings of civil society within the mod-
ern vest - the term itself now grates, since modern European definitions
of civil society are much messier and more divided than that - are to be
seen as one þarticular approach, and not as a universal language ttrat is
thought to be synonymous with a world history that leads teleologically,
smugly, triumphantly, to the silencing or annihilation of other, .residual,

deûnitions of social order.

83 Brnçç¡ qefnerj Oøadribr¡s. of L{h.êrq. Afuil Søcíery.ønd Is Riuals (Londqn, l99a); J. À.
^. Hall (ed,), Aíaíl$oaþar !1æory6Hittory qlrãComt$ìson (C-rmU¡dCç, tSSi).
8a Scc Pavid Hcc.l¡l:lnd Maliqslim Simôrie, &pùrã¡6 egøeraiønce: ñi'Aooi¿fr¡"q" ui

æøpolítiæ (New York, 1994)¡ Ali A. Mazrui, 'Globglisarion and ttæ nuuircir¡sum¡c
Civilisation' (Cenue for the Study of Democracy, London, June 2000); a;d John L. and
Jean Comarof' tlastcolonial Poliriçç gnd Disçourses of Dcmocrac-y in Sourhern rAfricû:
An-Anthmpological Reflecdon on A&ican poliriòal Moderoitie s' r fo*nal oj Anthwpotog-
ical Reseørch, 53:,2 (1997), pp. t2146.




